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Foreword
Summer News from Complementary Health Professionals
Welcome to the Summer 2019 edition
of our newsletter. Whilst we were
writing this, the UK has had super high
temperatures and we saw that many of
you had to re-schedule your clients as
it was just too hot to give treatments,
unless you had air conditioning! We
hope that whatever you are doing for
your holidays that you get great weather.
It has been a busy time here in
the office with lots of new enquiries
for membership and for course
accreditation. We are also preparing a
special booklet to celebrate our 25th
anniversary this year. Attendees at
the conference will get a printed copy
in their goody bags and we will put
an electronic version on our website
after the conference in our Autumn
newsletter.
The new CNHC Aromatherapy Core
Curriculum has now been finalised
and we have circulated that out to
our accredited schools who offer
aromatherapy. The Sports Massage
Core Curriculum has not yet been
released. We remain committed to these
national standards and we do have to
deny people membership from time to
time if they have not trained to these
principles, although we do offer help
and advice on how to upgrade too. As a
member of CHP, you know that you are
in good company and that everyone on
our register is at the highest standards.
There are a plethora of poor quality
courses flooding the market at present,
and this includes CPD. Read on below
for more information on this.
We hope you used the materials
for Massage at Work Week and
Aromatherapy Week that we placed on
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the website for you in the members’
area. We will do the same for World
Reflexology Week that starts on the
23rd September and for National
Massage Day on the 1st October.
Don’t forget, that we are sponsoring
Complementary Therapy Week in 2020
in the last week of March and this is a
fantastic opportunity to celebrate your
diverse therapies practiced. We will
have more on that in a later newsletter.
If you have not yet booked to attend
the Conference then do not delay too
much longer as we are getting very
booked up and people have been
booking in their preferred workshop
choice for the afternoon session. You
have to book, either on Facebook or
through the website as we need to know
numbers in advance please for catering
purposes.

we have over 1100 followers now on
Facebook, what we really love is interaction
from our membership. After all, we are
a therapy family! We would also really
appreciate positive Facebook and Google
reviews if you can spare the time to help
the association to be noticed more. This
benefits us all.

CHP Blog/Article page
As well as working on social media to
share with you all, we also write articles for
you and ask experts from our schools to
contribute. Please do check into the page
on the website regularly and read them as
they are full of interesting information and if
you use any of it in your practice and write
up a short reflective practice paragraph
in your CPD log, you can count it as CPD
hours. In the last few months, we have had
some essential oil related posts, advanced
massage and Feng Shui.

Conference News
Social Media
As many of you know, we put a great deal
of effort into our social media to bring
you useful information, articles, course
information and sometimes some fun! We
would really appreciate your liking and
following the pages both on Facebook and
Instagram and commenting on the posts so
that we know you are engaging. Although

We are delighted to announce that our
wonderful insurance company has
sponsored the conference this year, so
a huge thank you to Holistic Insurance
Services for their support. They give our
members a fantastic deal on insurance with
many extras not offered by other companies
so do check them out and switch if it is
advantageous for you next time.
The goody bag will be bursting this year
with goodies too and we will have samples
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continued...
products from Just be Natural for you,

rigorous, come with formal assessment

can be reflective practice, where you

Multi-Award Winning Aromatherapy

methodology and most importantly, give

record how you have used something

Skincare Products from our very own

you a real sense of new learning that

you have read in your practice. You

Louisa Pini MCHP. We are also in talks

you can employ within your practice for

can get the 6 face to face CPD points

with other companies who are promising

the benefit of your clients and to expand

FREE at our conference if you are a

us some samples too!

your practice positively. For this reason,

premier member. We also accredit a

the online courses we do approve, all

huge range of courses now, many online

Therapy Awards 2019 - get your
nominations in!!
It has been great to see your
nominations coming in for the Therapist
of the Year Award 2019. If you
would like to be in with a chance this
year, send the website link with the
nomination form to your clients and
colleagues.

Continuing Professional
Development (CPD)
We are very flexible with CPD and unlike
other associations, we do not make you
do only those courses that we accredit.
That said, there are some courses
out there that do not stand up to the
ethical standards that we do. We cannot
accept any online course that we do
not accredit. The reason for this is that
we ensure our online CPD courses are
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have a real person on hand to guide

ones with discounts for CHP members

you, who is properly qualified in their

so it is worth going through what our

field and is a qualified tutor who will

accredited schools have to offer. You will

give you personalised feedback. Most

find the listing on our website at www.

online courses are just a computerised

complementaryhealthprofessionals.

tick box exercise and you print your own

co.uk/accredited-colleges. New courses

certificate at the end. We have enrolled

are being added and developed all the

on a few to try them out and some are

time and one of the recent new online

appalling!

ones we have signed off are the CBD for

If you are thinking of extending your

Massage Therapists at Natural Balance

practice in a new technique, check out

Holistics and Aromatherapy & Massage

the chosen course with us first, if we

in the Care of the Elderly at Natural

do not accredit it. For example, Indian

Therapeutics. There are also some great

Head Massage cannot be taught in

massage CPD courses coming up later

one or two days. There are national

this year including Oncology Massage

standards for this technique written

with Susan Findlay and Myoskeletal

by the GCMT. Similarly, we would not

Techniques with Aubrey Gowing through

accept a one day certificate in manual

MyTherapyCPD and reflexology CPD

lymph drainage or hot stones massage.

with Julie Quinn.

We have had several issues with
Gateway qualifications. However, these
are run by individual tutors and are not
standardised by Gateway, so check with
us first if you are unsure. We are always
happy to help.
Remember, that we have guidance on
the website about what constitutes CPD
as well as a CPD logbook you can use
on your own device electronically. You
need to do 15 points/hours per annum.
6 of those need to be face to face in a
learning environment and the other 9
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FRIDAY 29 NOVEMBER, 9AM - 5PM | THE KING’S FUND, LONDON

Learn how you can be a part of
the integrated health revolution
Following the success of last year’s conference, we’re delighted to
announce that the 2019 FHT Conference will take place on Friday 29
November at The King’s Fund, London.
The conference will once again bring together leading experts
in research, education and healthcare to explore the future of
integrated health and social care. We will also be holding our annual
FHT Excellence Awards on the day - shining a spotlight on the ways
therapies can make a difference to the health and wellbeing of others.

Tickets are just £75 for FHT members and £95 for nonmembers when you book before 31 August, including
lunch and refreshments. Booking opens 18 July.

Visit fht.org.uk/conference

to learn more and book your ticket

The choice of professionals for over 30 years

The brand
you can talk to
BioCare® is made up of outstanding professionals
with a common goal. Combining great knowledge
and experience to provide you with best-in-class
food supplements and services.
Commited to health, to education,
to the right science and to you.

The brand you can talk to:
We have a team of Clinical Nutritionists at the end of our advice line, open to you, for product
support and advice (5 days a week). 0121 433 8702 or clinicalnutrition@biocare.co.uk

www.biocare.co.uk

The only UK
competition of its
kind for qualified
massage therapists

The
N ational
M assage
C hampionship

THE NMC takes place on Sun 29 & Mon 30 Sept
at Olympia Beauty, Olympia London, W14

Save 20%

Use the code
HTM2019 and
register before
31.08.19

Introducing a few of our incredible international judges...

Head Judge
Susan Findlay

Jeppe
Tengbjerg

Mary Dalgleish

Earle
Abrahamson

Beata
Emma Gilmore Aleksandrowicz

To find out more about the NMC visit our Instagram page @thenmclondon

Hosted by

OLYMPIA

BEAUTY

Sponsored by

29 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2019
GRAND HALL, OLYMPIA LONDON

Register today at www.olympiabeauty.co.uk/thenmc
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AD - Weleda

It feels like the right time
Looking to nurture your business?
If you would like to develop your interest in holistic health and beauty, to expand your skills or
support your work as a therapist, you might like to consider being trained by Weleda and working
with us on a part-time self-employed basis.
We would love to hear from you.

To discover more, email us at opportunities@weleda.co.uk
or call us on 0115 944 8698

Managing Director
Jason Firmager
jay@holistictherapistmagazine.com
Art Director
Richard Hejsak
richard@holistictherapistmagazine.com

Editor’s
Letter
Hello again,

Managing Editor
Alison Daniels
alison@holistictherapistmagazine.com

Sometimes we treat our businesses as if they were static entities. We set them up, deliver our services

Sales Team
+44 (0)1795 479 957
sales@holistictherapistmagazine.com

potential. There’s a danger that we can get so settled in particular ways of doing things that we forget

and keep on doing so, week in and week out. After a while, things stagnate. That’s not to say that we
don’t find them fulfilling or fun, but it can also mean that we’ve stopped progressing or fail to reach our
to look beyond our immediate sphere and see what’s going on in the market as a whole.
That’s why this issue is packed with new ideas for revitalising your business, so you can live the life
you want.
You’ll find practical advice on how to get involved with mainstream medical providers and schools,
though most opportunities are still voluntary. We have a great guide to what’s new in the industry.
This encompasses market information, emerging therapies, consumer needs and lots more. You’ll
find out how to profit from the market for stress-related services, how to create a compelling
customer journey, how to improve your clinical outcomes by harnessing the placebo effect and how
to work out what’s holding you back from being more successful.
Re-evaluating and revitalising is a process we should all go through every now and again, not only

NOT YET A SUBSCRIBER?
www.holistictherapistmagazine.com/
subscriptions
alternatively email us on:
subscriptions@holistictherapistmagazine.com
HolisticTherapistMagazine.com
Twitter.com/HolisticTMag
facebook.com/HolisticTMag

Holistic Therapist Magazine is published quarterly (four times
per annum) by Media Edge London Ltd. No part of Holistic Therapist
Magazine may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted
in any form without permission. Views expressed in the magazine are
not necessarily those of Media Edge London Ltd. During printing, images
may be subject to a 15% variation. © Copyright belongs to Media
Edge London Ltd. All rights reserved. Please either keep this magazine
for future reference, pass it on for somebody else to read, or recycle.

in business, but also in other aspects of our lives. In my case, it’s been focussed on emptying my
wardrobes and consigning piles of clothes that don’t work for me anymore to my local charity shop,
I had packed wardrobes but nothing to wear, simply because my wardrobe didn’t match my current
lifestyle. I don’t really need 17 long dresses. I can probably get by with fewer than 150 pairs of
shoes. Some things merit space because they are beautiful, some because they look great and
some because they work well for me. But, as any number of bin bags prove, sometimes we need to
re-evaluate if something still has a place in our lives.
It’s a cathartic process. It’s about tweaking your business or any other aspect of your life to see
what still works, what’s past its best, what needs to be replaced and what can be rediscovered.
That way, we have space for new ideas, new therapies or new customers.
Why not pour yourself a drink, grab a deckchair or a rug and read this issue in the garden or under
a tree in the park? After all, summer’s a time for taking it easy, just a little!

Love,

Alison and everyone at Holistic Therapist x
Managing Editor
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News & Dates

The Massage Company
opens High Wycombe
franchise
The Massage Company has
opened a third franchise in
High Wycombe. The franchise
has been purchased by Mark
and Rachel Coldham from
High Wycombe who met while
serving in the Royal Artillery.
The couple have invested
roughly half a million pounds
in the centre which has
thirteen treatment rooms and
is expected to create around
30 new jobs. All the therapists
have qualifications from
the company’s own training
programme.
The treatment menu includes
Swedish, Sports, Maternity
and Deep Tissue massage

as well as add-on treatment
upgrades. Massage prices start
at £49.95 for 50 minutes, with
clients taking out a monthly
membership subscription. The
company plans to open a fourth
centre in Sutton Coalfield this
autumn.

CAM Coach scoops
international award
The CAM Coach Coaching
Academy has just been
recognised as the Best
International Training Academy of
2019 at the Business Enterprise
Awards. This is the second year
in a row that Holistic Therapist’s
columnist Mark Shields and
his team have won the award.
To celebrate, the academy has
launched 2 new diplomas.
There is a level 6 fully accredited
Health Coaching Diploma and
A level 5 diploma in Talking
Therapies. Both are proving
extremely popular with students
new to coaching and therapists

and coaches looking to add
new techniques to their existing
skill set. Find out more about
all courses at https://courses.
thecamcoach.com/ or call 01462
431112 for more information.

BUSINESS

Macdonald Hotels rolls out
Jennifer Young spa treatments
for those affected by cancer
Macdonald Hotels & Resorts has
become the first hotel group in
the UK to offer Jennifer Young spa
treatments for people who are living
with and beyond cancer.The Beauty
Despite Cancer treatments will
initially be offered at three of the
company’s four star hotels before
the programme and training is rolled
out to the group’s remaining 17
spas in the UK.
Emma Leadbeater, Macdonald
Spa Director, said: “The decision
to launch this range of products
and treatments was driven by
the demand from those living
with cancer who are frequently
unable to pamper themselves
with conventional spa and beauty
treatments due to sensitive skin

and nails, a common consequence
of chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
We know how beneficial a massage
or facial can be and we didn’t want
anyone who is affected by cancer
to be denied that feeling of deep
relaxation and self-care that a visit
to a spa can provide.”

Enjoy a yearly subscription to our
magazine for just £24!

SUMMER
SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER
Holistic Therapist Magazine is collectable, and will guide you
in business, as well as provide you with stories and features
especially for you and your health… so to guarantee your copy
delivered to your door each quarter, simply subscribe at:

holistictherapistmagazine.com/subscribe
holistictherapistmagazine.com
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News & Dates

Australian authorities
report huge surge in
essential oil poisoning
in kids

New figures show the
impact of stress and
lifestyle diseases on UK
business

Australian authorities are
reminding professionals and
parents that essential oils must
be kept securely away from
children. The warning comes as a
result of new figures from South
Australia’s Poison Information
Centres which received over 4000
calls so far this year, with a huge
upsurge in calls about essential oil
ingestion. 74% of these involved
children under five. “As little as
five millilitres of eucalyptus oil can
render a child unconscious in as
little as 15 minutes,” Dr Nicola
Spurrier from South Australia

New figures from Vitality show
that three-quarters of ill-health
related absence and presenteeism
in 2018, equating to a £61billion
pound loss to UK businesses,
came from factors such as
depression, poor lifestyle choices,
and stress. These can be targeted
by businesses through health and
wellbeing initiatives, providing
a potential market opportunity
for holistic therapist providing
corporate services.
The data, drawn from Vitality’s
Britain’s Healthiest Workplace
study, showed that employers
lose, on average, 35.6 working
days per employee per year
due to health-related absence
and presenteeism, the latter
being calculated as reduced
performance due to stress and
lifestyle diseases.
Companies which supported

Health noted, before advising
that essential oils be kept out of
reach of small children, ideally in a
locked cabinet.

Think about security
Where do your clients keep their
belongings during a therapy session?
Do they just leave their jackets
and bags on hooks close to your
front door? Even if they take their
belongings into the practice room,
it may be time to consider security
following an incident in Ireland. A
woman who was having acupuncture
treatment at a Clane clinic had her
mobile phone and purse stolen by
an intruder. Her therapist popped
out of the room during the treatment.
An intruder went up the stairs of the

premises and entered the treatment
room. The client heard someone
making a rustling noise in the room
but assumed it was the therapist.
When the therapist returned, there
was no one in the room except for
her client. When the treatment was
finished, the woman looked in her
bag and found her purse and mobile
phone were gone.
It may also be worth checking
whether your premises insurance
covers the loss of clients’ belongings.

NOT YET A
SUBSCRIBER?
holistictherapistmagazine.
com/product-category/
subscriptions
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their staff through health
interventions had a 30-40%
reduction in productivity loss
compared with those without any
health and wellbeing support.
Mental health was found to be a
significant driver of productivity
loss, accounting for £38 billion
of the total cost to businesses
last year. Of this, £17.2 billion
stems specifically from workplace
stress, a driver which businesses
can address through various
interventions and initiatives.

Aconite Root could
relieve neuropathic pain
Heat-processed aconite root is
used in East Asian traditional
medicines to treat pain associated
with coldness. A team from Nagoya
City University has discovered that
the root of Aconitum carmichaeli
(Ranunculaceae), could relief
neuropathic pain in a murine
peripheral neuropathy model and
identified that its active ingredient
is neoline. It is hoped that the
compounds could be promising
agents for the alleviation of
neuropathic pain. Ref: 10.1016/j.
jep.2019.111859
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News & Dates

Try this…
It’s not often we’d suggest messing
with the thermostat, considering
climate change, but new research
proves that women perform better
on maths and verbal reasoning
tests at higher temperatures, while
men do better in the cold. Maybe
give the dial a bit of a nudge
when you have some serious
thinking to do? Ref: 10.1371/
journal.pone.0216362

GOING UP

GOING DOWN

Eating your greens

TV for tots

New research shows that indole-3carbinol (I3C), could be the key to quelling
the cancer causing effects of WWP1 a
gene which is often implicated in the
development of cancer. I3C is a natural
compound found in broccoli and close
relatives such as kale, cabbage, collard
greens and Brussels sprouts which has
been found to suppress tumour growth.
Ref:10.1126/science.aau0159

Contrary to parental hopes,
preschoolers who watch TV sleep
significantly less at night than those
who don’t. A study published in Sleep
Health, also noted that 36% of US 3- to
5-year-olds had a TV in their bedroom,
and one in nine fell asleep with the
TV on.
The World Health Organization says
children between age 2 and 4 years
should have no more than one hour
of “sedentary screen time” daily
and less or no screen time is even
better. 54% or kids didn’t meet this
guideline on weekdays and 87%
watched more than the recommended
amount at weekends. Ref: 10.1016/j.
sleh.2019.02.009

An Australian research project has determined
exactly how elderberries can help the fight
against influenza. The study showed that
compounds from elderberries can directly
inhibit the virus’s entry and replication in
human cells and can help strengthen a
person’s immune response to the virus. The
team also found that the elderberry’s antiviral
activity can be attributed to its anthocyanidin
compounds -- phytonutrients responsible for
giving the fruit its vivid purple colouring. Ref:
10.1016/j.jff.2019.01.031
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DIARY DATES
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Fancy spending a Sunday
doing something different?
Here are our choices. Tickets
from Eventbrite.co.uk unless
otherwise stated…

JULY
World Yoga Festival
18-22 July - Tickets from £0
– £169.13
Beale Park, near Reading
Yoga in the Lavender Fields
with Ashlyn Fissenden
14 July - 7.15am Tickets
from £26.76
Castle Farm, Shoreham
Saltaire Holistic Health
Fayre
21 July - Victoria Hall,
Shipley
Starts at £3.73
Forest Bathing at RSPB
Arne
28 July - RSPB Arne,
Wareham
Starts at £20.00
Speak from the heart: A
mindful mehndi event
Re:Centre, London
Starts at £84.81

Elderberries as an anti-viral

AUGUST
Trees in Cape Town
Such is the demand for camphor,
cinnamon and fever tree bark in South
Africa that thieves are stripping the
bark from Cape Town’s roadside trees,
leaving them in danger of dying. The
city authorities have set up a hotline to
report signs of bark harvesting.

BUSINESS

4 Herb discovery walks
4 August - Canons Park,
Edgware | Free
Surf and Yoga Tynemouth
11 August - Longsands Surf
School, Tynemouth
Starts at £22.98

Summer Woodland Retreat
in the Chilterns 10am
18 August - GreenAcres
Chiltern, Beaconsfield
Tickets from £20.00
Hall, London. Starts at
£5.00.
Sunday Gong Bath 7pm
18 August - Buddha on a
Bicycle, London
From £16.31
OM chanting
18 August - The Salisbury
Centre, Edinburgh.
Free

SEPTEMBER
Scarwork Gathering with
Sharon Wheeler
15 September - The Grange
Hotel, Bracknell
Starts at £82.40
Level 3 Programme in Body
Massage (ITEC)
15tSeptember - St Mary’s
University , Twickenham
Starts at £50.00
Sunday Night Stress Release
29 September - Choose
YOU, Livingston
Starts at £9.08
Presence through movement
with Kim Eng
29th September Bloomsbury Ballroom, London
Starts at £101.86
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CAM Coach

What holds therapists and
practitioners back from
achieving success in private
practice? CAM Coach
Mark Shields knows the
answers…

W

HEN researching for the CAM
Coach book back in 2010,
we realised that only 22% of
graduating therapists went into
private practice. Most of those

who did so, failed in their first year. Sadly, a recent study
confirms this is still the case in 2019. Many others
struggle to make a financial success of their business
and to make a living which brings a decent quality of
remuneration.
Another interesting piece of research for the CAM
Coach book confirmed that successful therapists have a
very different mindset to unsuccessful therapists. They
think differently, feel differently and have a completely
different approach.

What’s holding

YOU

They also have the correct balance of competence
and confidence. This wasn’t a surprise to me as after
studying therapists for many years. Most therapists
share a similar mindset that is high in knowledge,
qualifications and academia but very low in confidence.
In fact over 91% of therapists lacked confidence. This is
a huge problem which holds the majority of therapists
back from enjoying their success. It’s also self-fulfilling

back?

– without the confidence to succeed, failure becomes
more likely and we decide that we
aren’t good enough even if we have
great training, excellent therapy skills
and wonderful personal interactions
with clients. We set ourselves up to fail.
Delving deeper, many therapists
cite a lack of business knowledge and
limiting beliefs as the cause of the
confidence problem. Bearing this in

mind, I learned very early in my career success is 90%
confidence, so this alone gives strong pointers as where
the problems begin with therapists and practitioners.
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I was fortunate enough to have dinner with Will
Carling years ago. He told me his story of taking
England to the world cup finals. They were
confident and focused to reach the finals but not
confident to win in the final. Yes you guessed it,
they lost. A self-fulfilling prophecy, I hear you say
and quite right - without confidence, performance
is compromised in many ways.
As a result of this early insight I subsequently
conducted research studies that strongly
confirmed that Will Carling was completely right,
success was very much down to confidence.

Building confidence as a therapist
and unlocking your potential
Confidence and self-belief are found in every
successful therapist. They are the essential
qualities for success. They truly believe in
themselves, their capabilities, their vision and
their potential for success. They are driven and, to
them, it’s just a matter of time before they achieve
what they want. They work every day to reinforce
their vision.
They think about what they want and how
success feels every day. They visualise themselves
achieving success in with clients and running their
perfect practice. The conscious mind convinces
the unconscious mind that this is possible over a
period of time in such a prolonged and meaningful
way that their initial vision becomes a reality.
This may feel difficult, but in fact, you
are already doing this every day. If you are
unsuccessful, your conscious mind has convinced
your unconscious that you cannot be successful
and thus, your actions align with your mind set,
creating an unsatisfactory, unsuccessful and
unhappy business life that feels like a struggle.
Your dreams of a successful practice has been
undermined by your thoughts and actions.

Achieving unlimited success. How
do you get that?
The answer is in convincing your conscious mind
that you have the ability to achieve your goals. You
do this by doing something every day to help you
tap into your potential. Daily rituals, visualising your
success, positive meditation on your goals and
dreams all help. But you must do at least one thing
every day to take you closer to achieving your goals.
Accept you can’t do it all at once, but as long as you
are making progress and your mindset is shifting,
you will get there.
It makes sense to think about the barriers to your
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success and the actions you can take to overcome
these. Turn problems into actions and follow them
through. Suppose your barrier to success is not
having enough clients, then your action should be
to spend some time each day thinking about where
more clients might come from and then seeking
them out.

The Importance of taking action
The final dynamic that belongs in building
competence is the importance of taking action.
We are all afraid of what we don’t know. Many
practitioners are blocked by fear and a lack of
confidence. This then effects their beliefs and
subsequently their mindset. The more you believe,
the more resourceful you become, the more action
you take and your performance improves. The less
you believe, the less action you take, the worse
your results and performance get. When your
performance drops, the less you believe, the less
action you take, and your performance gets even
worse. And so it continues, a downward spiral
supported by doubt and the self-fulfilling prophecy of,
“Oh well, I did say it might never work.”
Take yourself mentally back to a time when you
achieved tremendous success, a real Wow moment
when you felt really good and proud of what you had
achieved. Go back to that very moment when you
first experienced the sense of total self-belief. Total
self-certainty and confidence. You are there. This is
the difference in people who succeed and people
who fail - that certainty.

The Success Cycle
The Success Cycle equates to Potential = Action
= Results = Belief. And so on. The more you

believe, the more you tap into your potential, the
more action you take and the results improve. As
results improve this reinforces your beliefs and
confidence, the more motivated you become, the
more action you take and the results continue to
improve. With time, your confidence grows and
your practice is on an upward trajectory towards
success. Before long, you’ll be on your way to a
more successful business and a more fulfilled life.
To summarise our mindset and psychological
approach to our success as practitioners is
paramount. Remember successful practitioners
think differently to unsuccessful practitioners and
now you will understand why and the impact of
that approach. The congruence model requires
us to be as confident as we are competent. Make
sure you work on both, create an achiever mindset
and you will have the blue print for success as a
therapist in private practice. n

i

CAM Coach Mark Shields is
an author, educator, mentor

and coach. Mark’s client list includes
CEOs, Government Advisors, Politicians,
West End Stars and Olympic and World
Champion sportspeople. His engaging
and informative teaching style is peppered
with anecdotes from an unparalleled
career in which he has helped thousands
of individuals & businesses achieve
significant success and advancement.
Find out about Mark and his courses at
https://thecamcoach.com.
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CORPORATE STRESS:

UNDERSTANDING THE MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
Take an always on culture, a pressured work environment,
conflicting demands, limited resources, perceived lack of
control and sedentary lifestyles and it all adds up to an
epidemic of corporate stress. Other people’s stress can
help you build a more successful business…

S

TRESS is a relatively nebulous

20% of those signed off for stress and other

concept, in that people define their

mental health issues are off work for three

own stress and levels of stress

months or more. Preventing stress makes

in their own ways. Some people

business sense.

are incredibly laid back in circumstances

The Office of National Statistics issued new

that would have others climbing the walls,

figures which show that about 10.3 million

while others become highly stressed when

people - or around a fifth of the population

faced with even the smallest bump in life’s

- reported high anxiety. Market research

highways.

specialists, Mintel, report that stress is almost

According to the NHS, there was a 14% rise

universal, as 85% of UK adults suffer from

in the number of sick notes issued by GPs for

anxiety or stress at least sometimes, with 29%

anxiety and stress in 2017. 573,000 people

suffering at least three times a week and 15%

were signed off with stress, but far more don’t

every day. The young experience the highest

see their GP or simply have a few days off

levels of anxiety and stress, as a quarter of

and self-certify their absence, often using a

16-24-year-olds feel anxious or stressed every

physical, rather than mental reason. Around

day. Meanwhile, it seems that age brings

an element of calmness, as just 9% of over
55s say they feel anxious and stressed on a
daily basis and a quarter experience no stress
whatsoever.
Among the most common ways of dealing
with feelings of anxiety or stress are listening
to music (44%, rising to 64% of 16-24s),
going for a walk (39%) and eating comfort
food (32%), with the latter increasing to 39%
in women.

Among the most common
ways of dealing with feelings
of anxiety or stress are
listening to music (44%, rising
to 64% of 16-24s), going for a
walk (39%) and eating comfort
food (32%), with the latter
increasing to 39% in women.
However, it appears UK workers are not
finding enough time for relaxation as just a
third of us spend time relaxing every day.
Moreover just 31% say they feel mentally
stimulated every day, while 46% of consumers
feel mentally stimulated less than three times
a week, if at all. Only 22% of us feel we get
enough sleep every day; with 45-54-year-olds
(14%) the least likely to get daily amounts of
sufficient sleep.
While eating a healthy diet is seen as
an important health factor, with almost
three quarters of women and those over 45
recognising this, just one in five of us actually
eat five portions of fruit or vegetable daily and a
mere 14% of us exercise every day, while 26%
do so between three and six times a week.
All in all, these behaviours demonstrate
a gap between the way UK workers would
like their lives to be and their current reality.
That gap represents a huge market for holistic
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therapists who can understand and capitalise
on these trends by designing and marketing
treatment packages that help potential clients
feel less stressed.

Corporate stress – a market
niche worth exploring
Businesses, particularly larger, office-based
businesses and those which need to compete to
retain high performers in pressured positions, are
now recognising the importance of health and
wellbeing of their staff. It can be worth talking to
your local business development
organisation to create a list of likely
targets for corporate wellbeing
services. It may be best to avoid
highly hierarchical structures
with branches, as it may be that
finding the right decision maker
will be problematic. Similarly,
small businesses may not be in
a position to invest in wellbeing

motivation is what stops them adopting healthier

formally, but it may be possible

habits. A fifth cite lack of time and 17% find it

to leave a poster on site.

boring to adopt healthier habits. In corporate

Some companies are

cultures, younger workers are generally lower

now incorporating wellbeing

down in the ranks in entry-level jobs. It may

alongside health, safety and the environment
in the role of an HSEW manager, while in other
companies, you may need to talk to HR. You
need to be able to sell the benefits of reduced
absenteeism, improved morale and ultimately,
more productive, cost-effective staff. Happier,
healthier, less stressed staff is a win-win scenario.
Individuals benefit and so does the company. Find
their problem and be their solution.
You might consider offering a one-off
Wellbeing Day, where several therapists talk
about and demonstrate their therapies, but
ideally, you’d want to negotiate a regular slot
where you provide treatments to staff. With
corporate clients, keep in mind that time is
money, so express treatments, such as a 20
minute back and neck massage, or a lunchtime
mindful yoga class may be better received
than something which takes staff away from
the business for hours. It can also be worth
offering intensive services to top managers and
executives if the business is particularly statusconscious.
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be easier to reach the executive market. It may

Understanding the customer

also be easier to negotiate a higher rate for your

In the corporate sector, you have to sell to two,

services in the upper echelons of a business.

or possibly three groups of people. Firstly, there’s

Keep in mind that executives are also under

the gatekeeper. This is the staff member who

pressure to appear filled with vigour and vitality.

can decide whether or not to consider or sponsor

Facial acupuncture, facials and treatments

your programme. This is probably HR, someone

designed to improve the appearance, whether

on the admin side or HSEW. The second is the

that’s better postural techniques or Pilates core

person who will need to meet the costs from

muscle exercises, may appeal.

their budget. This may be part of the senior

Interestingly, Mintel also reported that 63%

management team or CEO. Lastly, you need to

of adults would like brands to reward them for

appeal to the staff themselves, who may be wary

leading a healthy lifestyle, climbing to 76% of

of taking part in case this is viewed as some form

under-25s. Employers are seen to have a role to

of weakness or vulnerability.

play in this area, with a sizeable 62% of workers

When it comes to stress, the stereotype is of the
angry middle aged male middle manager working
his way to an early grave. This is hugely misleading,

wanting their employer to encourage healthy
habits at work.
Implementing a corporate wellbeing

but still quite prevalent. Even now, where men may

programme meets this need. Establish a target

be off work with stress, women with the same

list, design a programme that meets business

symptoms are often classified as depressed.

and wellbeing needs and have your facts and

Although younger people have the highest

figures and at your fingertips and you could

stress levels, they can also be quite difficult to

benefit from taking holistic therapy into a

reach. Almost half of under 25s admit a lack of

corporate environment. n
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Stress relief

Elizabeth Ashley shares her
thoughts on the market for
stress relief…

S
Breaking

TRESS is one of the few areas left where
holistic therapists are not rigorously limited
by medicines controls legislation. As stress is
not a medically recognised diagnosis, but a
nebulous lifestyle concept, it’s an area where
we can safely speak of our abilities to heal.
Doctors will now readily admit the very best way to get
blood pressure down, or relieve the pain you are feeling day
to day, is to get those stress levels down. The problem GPs
face is many people don’t have a clue where to start with
doing that. Unaware of the significance of their thought
processes in the stress cycle, many people believe that
work and money – statistically the two main underlying
causes of stress, are necessary evils which must continue
to control their lives. The
truth is far more complex, of
course.
Sometimes people’s
circumstances do need to
radically change to ease their
stress, but for most people
it’s enough to slow the mental
spin out, calm the breath and slow the pulse. These are
areas we are incredibly good at as holistic therapists.

POINT
Market size

The website Women’s Marketing recently partnered with
publishing giant Rodale to conduct research to better
understand the health and wellness market.
Dubbing wellness, “The New Black,” they revealed
how US women, in 2016, spent $40 billion in alternative
medicine. Pushed by the ever-growing demands of the
home/work balance and the constant presence of mobile
communications, the report concluded that both men and
women feel more stressed than ever before. Turning to
meditation, exercise, and herbal medicines to count their
feelings of anxiety, irritability and fatigue, they ploughed
their hard-earned cash into what is thought is set to
become the next trillion dollar market. It’s not surprising,
really, because mental health statistics make for very
depressing reading.
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27% of adults between the ages of 18 to 65 in
Europe are reported to be suffering from mental
disorders in the broadest sense. (Actually the
figures are far higher because whilst we live in
an aging population, this only included people
younger than 65 and did not take into account
those whom had not approached their doctor).
Even that lesser figure is a massive 83 million
people, with women slightly outnumbering men.
Less than a third are being treated for their
conditions and there is a large cross section of
mood disorders often greatly exacerbated by
stress. All in all, that’s a massive four out over
every fifteen people in Europe who are struggling.
In the workplace, one out of four sick days
is related to some kind of stress disorder, and
people cite work and money as their biggest
worries closely followed by the pressures of
caring for an infirm relative and relationship
issues. It’s all very bleak for the population, but
it’s also an enormous opportunity for therapists.
The wonderful things about stress treatment
is that most people understand the connection
between it and getting their blood pressure down
and perhaps getting a better night’s sleep.
If that seems like a loose connection, let me
tell you the insomnia market alone grossed
USD$2.2billion in 2016 with marketing authority
Global Giants predicting a compound growth
of 4.1% year-on-year from 2015 to 2020. A
massive US$804 million was spent in the
Western European market alone.

The CB2 receptor
modulates pain too, but also
inflammation and immunity.
These receptors are found
predominately on blood
and lymphatic cells in the
periphery.
The Cannabis Revolution
Probably the area people are catching onto fastest,
is how the cannabis constituent cannabidiol can
balance mood. The endocannabinoid system
modulates all hormone and neurotransmission via
two main receptors. The CB1 receptor modulates
cognition, memory, appetite, nausea, itching and
pain and is found predominately in the brain.
The CB2 receptor modulates pain too, but also
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inflammation and immunity. These
receptors are found predominately
on blood and lymphatic cells in the
periphery.
Balancing thought processes and
general physical signalling is done quickest
and most efficiently using phytocannabinoids.
What’s more, currently, there is no easier
conversation to have. Everyone wants to know
how to use “weed”.
Five years ago, if someone had told you they
were using cannabis, you’d have suspected a
grubby teenager on a street corner with their
dealer more than today’s probability of Holland
and Barratt. Just as the high street has changed
its view point on non-psychoactive hemp, so the
government is slowly allowing more patients to
try medical marijuana for seizures too. Life has
certainly changed, but therapist beware.
Where your average consumer trusts cannabis,

or fair-trade
ingredients to set
you apart. This will cause make production more
costly and complicated, but will also create an
extraordinary product that people will trust and love.

Points to remember
You must not use medical claims on product

our insurance companies do not. Unless cannabis

labelling. Do not claim to treat insomnia or even

medicines have been included in a syllabus of

improve sleep – “reduces stress” is vague, effective

a recognised course, then any treatments you

and bang on.

use it for fall outside of your insurance cover.
No treatments or products you make containing
CBD are currently covered by your insurance. My

Likewise feel free to relate to function – “balances
mood” is acceptable, “reduces anxiety” is not.
Ensure you meet all product standards for

Pain Practitioner Programme is currently being

weights and measures and consider which

assessed for accreditation so hopefully that is

products require European safety certificates

soon set to change.

on each. Always include plant and ingredient

The Therapist Advantage
The average patient feels fobbed off and betrayed
doctor’s diagnosis of stress. The doctor simply
doesn’t have time - or in many cases the training to explain the deleterious effects stress has on our
bodies. As a result, the patient is left wondering how
on earth that could possibly be affecting him. The
job of improving the general public’s understanding
of stress falls to us.
Effective marketing includes high-level content
about how stress affects the body. Help people to
understand what worrying and sleeplessness does to
the body and they’ll soon be flocking to your door.
Likewise, consumers are distrustful of side effects
and longer term negative outcomes from many
medicines - especially sleeping tablets. Ensure you
describe long term safety element of your treatment.
Backup your claims as much as possible with
medical research.
Design your products and treatments around
what’s important to you. The word natural has huge
marketing appeal. Consider using certified organic

information on labels too.
Take a look at your business today and see
where focus could move to stress and claim your
piece of that trillion-dollar market.

i

Elizabeth Ashley is a
professional aromatherapist,

UK NAHA director and the author of the
best-selling Secret Healer essential oil
manuals. She is a staunch advocate of
therapists learning to be business people
and her new course The Professional
Pain Practitioner not only looks at
advance aromatherapy techniques to
manage pain syndromes but also trains
the student how to build a robust and
profitable business model around it.
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What to consider if you want

TO DELIVER TRAINING COURSES FOR
AN ACCREDITED BODY
Many experienced
therapists have a desire
to teach Jane Sheehan
explains how to get a
course accredited…

T

RAINING needs to be accredited to
guarantee quality content, acceptability
to professional insurers and membership
and registration bodies. If you plan
to offer training, accreditation is vital, so you
must decide which therapy association is most
appropriate. Choose the association that most of
your students will be with. For my foot reading
workshop, I have accredited with the AOR, FHT,
and with several overseas associations because my
workshops run internationally.
The next step is to contact the accrediting body.
They will send you a list of criteria that you have to
meet in order to be approved and will undoubtedly
want to see documentary evidence that you fulfil
those criteria.
Although the details vary from association to
association, these are the sorts of things they require:
Teaching certificate – I already had a teaching
qualification in Teaching English as a Foreign
Language to Adults and had been teaching for
ten years, but one of the associations would not
recognise it as acceptable for their standards
so I had no choice but to take a course and sit
an exam for PTTLS (Teaching in the part time
learning sector).
Qualifications – By this they mean what
qualifies you to teach the subject you are
offering.
Overview plan/schema – Associations use
different wording for this but in essence if you
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are offering a course over a long period they
need to see an overview of how the course is
structured

points and for submission to their insurers

Lesson plans – This is the detail once you have
your overview plan/schema. You show, lesson
by lesson, the aims of your teaching, the way of
achieving those aims and the outcome for the
students. The detail required is such that if you
were knocked over by a bus another teacher
could step in your shoes and deliver the class.

the accreditation in process, they allowed me the
time to sit those courses and gave me provisional
accreditation subject to achieving those levels.
I merely had to send in proof once it was

First aid certificate – I argued that because
I hire hotels who are required by law to have
their own first aider, I didn’t need to have this
certificate. However, the association insisted
that I did have to have it to be accredited by
them. So this was another course I had to sit in
order to be accredited.
Venue information – The application forms for
accreditation often assume that you have your
own venue. I use hotels and other public spaces
so had to explain how I would ensure they meet
the required standards

Don’t worry if you have to sit some courses
before you can be fully accredited. Once I set

achieved. n

i

JANE SHEEHAN is the UK’s
leading foot reader, has two

reflexology clinics, her book “Let’s Read
Our Feet!” is an Amazon Best Seller and
has also published “The Foot Reading
Coach”, “Sole Trader: The Holistic Therapy
Business Handbook”. Her website is
www.footreading.com.

Details of other teachers – if applicable
Insurance - for both teaching and for
public liability
Student feedback forms – some
associations require these to be
submitted to ensure quality
of your teaching. One
Association I work with has
an online feedback form so
the students can complete
it online in class.
Certificates – Students
will use your certificates
as proof for their CPD
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Customer journey

Design a customer journey
that helps to bring in new
business. Magda Lorynska
shares how it’s done…

W
CREATE A
COMPELLING

E constantly interact with our
clients and potential clients,
whether it’s face to face, a client
chatting about us, or through
social media. The sum of all
of these experiences is called the customer journey.
To be more precise, it is everything from the time
your potential client hears about you via one of your
marketing channels, through the point of sale, and then
after care and follow ups – all of this is your customer
journey.
Why is it important? Customers want connection.
If you make your customer feel something positive
during this journey, you have a high chance of gaining
a returning customer. However if you fail in making the
experience memorable you will not only lose a regular
client but also a potential referral source. A welldesigned customer journey leaves room for emotions,
kindness and your passion, yet has simplicity and a solid
thought process behind it.
Remember, the customer journey is not the same
as the sales funnel. The customer journey includes
every single touch point
between your customer and
your business. Sales or
marketing funnels are more
specific and limited only to
the sales-related points that
occur within them, that we
hope that our client will fulfil.

CUSTOMER

Journey

Creating a
memorable
customer journey

The customer journey
documents the full
experience of being a customer of your business. This
means that it is your responsibility to make sure that it
goes smoothly. As an example, I recently reviewed a
client’s website.
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She had moved from the US, where her website
worked well, to the UK. Here, her website was
not appealing to UK clients. What was the
reason? There is a different approach to doing
business. A study by Visual DNA suggested
that the British are three times more likely to be
careful spenders than the people living in the
US. UK based clients need to trust that what
they are buying is worth their money. This is why
displaying your client testimonials and showing
videos with your work is so important. Knowing
this, you must make sure that there is a space for
trust building in your customer journey map.

Map the journey
The first step in creating a customer journey is to
create a clear map. There are a few things that you
need to think about when approaching this task:
Set clear objectives for the map – what is the
purpose of the map e.g. to establish trust with the
client.
Create client avatars. These are imaginary
representations of your ideal client – how they look,
what they do for work and leisure, where they relax
and define their goals e.g. if you are a massage
business you may say that the goal for the avatar
called Kathryn, who likes meeting her friends in
Havana Coffee Shop, is to feel relaxed after a hard
week at work. For an avatar called John, who plays
football every Sunday, it’s to feel less pain after his
recent injury.
List out all the contact points e.g. when your
clients download your free marketing materials or
when they go to your client testimonial page.
Identify the elements you want your map to show
– e.g. book or call now button, testimonials.
Take the customer journey yourself – the best way
to find out if a client journey is working well is to take
the journey yourself with the eyes of a newbie. Look
at your website through the eyes of a person who
wants to reach out to you for the first time. I would
also recommend that you ask trusted, businessminded friends to do the same for you. This way you
will receive feedback which will enable you to create
a good, memorable experience for your clients.
Make necessary changes – if you took the journey
and it wasn’t smooth, it means that the change is
needed. Apply the changes until you are happy with
the experience.
Designing a customer journey should revolve
around asking the right questions about what your
customers do when visiting your site. When starting
to create a map of your client journey, ask yourself
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which steps are required for the site
user to become your client. The
route to this might be:

n Visit your website
n Sign up for a newsletter
n Download free e-book
n Attend a workshop
n Sign up for a course
or a series of treatments
n Yours may differ,
but whatever you are
doing, be authentic in
your creation process.

Referrals & repeat business
The customer experience can drive business success
by providing a good source of repeat business and
new client referrals. If your clients have a good
experience and a smooth customer journey, you are
in a good position to request online reviews which
can, in turn, result in new clients.
The customer journey creates a cycle which
can be either negative or positive. Negative
journeys might include a client who visited your
website but didn’t find what they searched for, or
one who experienced issues with bookings. This
client won’t be able to share a positive experience
with their friends. Now imagine the same client
having a smooth customer journey - they visited
your webpage, which loaded quickly, and found
reassuring testimonials, advice on after care and
could see your availability for the next month.
This client is likely to recommend you to others.
Remember, much like a positive review, the negative
reviews are also earned. If you put enough care into
creating a good customer experience for your clients
they are likely to return your hard work by referring
you to their friends and family.
Obviously, providing good quality service is
essential, but so is offering a good customer
experience. I have clients who left their previous,
highly-skilled therapist, just because they felt
that they were not treated well personally, even
though the professional treatments were excellent.
Your client can sense when they are valued as an
individual and not just a card payment. Make sure
that you see them as human and you will be able

to create a good experience for them and a loyal
client for you.

Common mistakes
One of the biggest mistakes that a therapist can
make is not to create a client journey, another
is failing to review and revisit the client journey
regularly. Times change, technology advances,
which mean people’s expectations change. Few
clients will wait longer than five seconds for a page
to load, or struggle with a site not optimised for
mobile viewing.
Listen to customer feedback. If your clients have
issues with your booking system, address them as
soon as you can. Do not wait for drop in website
visits or sales before making changes.
Paying attention to customer journey will help you
to succeed in growing your client base and ensuring
your clients value you and your services. n

i

Magdalena Lorynska is a
massage therapist, business

coach and massage tutor in Cheltenham
where she runs a massage therapy school
focused on teaching new therapists in
massage therapy and business skills.
For more information, please contact
magdalena@wellnessinmotion.co.uk or
visit

https://wellnessinmotion.co.uk/
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Running a retreat

Donna Booth shares the secrets of running
a successful retreat…

activities are optional. I like to include an optional element of
service – weeding, cooking, clearing, or changing bed sheets. A
period of silence allows people to really relax with no pressure to
interact with new people.

Knowing your ideal client will also help you decide how long
your retreat will be, where you will hold it and what time of week
is best suited to your target market. I started with a Saturday

Like all such projects, whether a retreat is successful, both
financially and in terms of customer feedback, depends on good
planning, research and a focus on detail. The first thing you must
do is decide who your ideal client is. How old are they; do
they work; how do they like to spend their time; what will
they want from your retreat? Are your people coming
to relax or are they expecting something more
challenging?

retreat running from 10am – 4pm with only five spaces. It was
a great way to build my confidence, perfect my catering skills
and test run what worked before taking it further. I still offer day
retreats in a very similar format but now make use of a gorgeous
community-run croft in the middle of a pine forest, allowing me
to cater for bigger groups.

Finding a venue
As my confidence grew, I began to search for

When I’m designing a retreat, I start
with a theme and then plan my

somewhere I could run residential retreats.
Although I was confident catering for

activities around that. All my

day retreats, I knew that I wouldn’t be

retreats are based on a very

able to provide catering as well as

similar structure which is

holding space for the group. Look for

then adapted to the

a venue which will look after your

theme. The day begins

retreat, or bring in a co-host who

with meditation and yoga
followed by breakfast. We then
have a theme-based activity and a

will look after the catering side and
get your attendees involved in
the food preparation and clear

nature walk where we collect materials

up. Also think about the size of

for our mindful crafting activities. After

your retreat. There are many
cottages, country houses

lunch, I leave space for napping, reading,

and purpose built centres

journaling and decompressing. I make myself

available. Always visit your

available during this time for anyone who needs

venue before your retreat.

a one to one chat. A mindful crafting session is
followed by dinner, then stories round the fire, yoga

Things are not always as they appear online! It

nidra and a period of silence until after breakfast the

may be best to find a venue which caters for sole occupancy of

next morning.

rooms, had attractive natural space and adequate space for your
activities and those who seek solitude, as well as catering for a

Keep it client-centred and remember that not all attendees will

range of dietary requirements.

want to be 100% involved in group activities all the time. Leave
plenty of space for people to do their own thing and make at

Now that you know where your retreat is and what’s going to

least some of the activities optional. Always provide a schedule

happen on it, you need to get people to come along. I began

and include ground rules such as being mindful of other people,

small, inviting my regular clients and expanded from there. I’ve

following times of silence, letting people know when and where

been surprised at how big my local market is, so don’t think that

you are available to chat, for one to one support and which

people who live nearby won’t be interested. Maybe they’ll love
the idea of going on retreat and not having to travel far when it’s
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over. I’ve found Facebook events to be fantastic for advertising

Send your attendees joining instructions which include rules

– make sure you know who your ideal attendee is and create

around payment, dietary requirements, arrival instructions,

targeted Facebook ads. A blog post is also great if you have a

directions and a list of things to bring. There will be personality

mailing list and if you have any kind of special interest group,

clashes, so make sure there are places where people can get

even better: these people already love what you do so they are

away from everyone and set some ground rules around at the

your people. There are retreat directories available, but they

beginning of the retreat. Don’t keep yourself apart from your

aren’t something I’ve made use of. Word of mouth is always one

attendees but do give yourself some space to recharge. Lastly,

of the best ways to attract people so gather testimonials and
share, share, share.

Of course, it hasn’t always been blissed out yogis and glowing

Goddesses. I’ve made mistakes and I’ve learned a lot and I’m sure
I still have a lot to learn. If you know someone who runs retreats,
ask them for advice; it can save a lot of stress and heartache.

Financial and organisational considerations
If you plan to run retreats regularly, it must be worth your while to
do so. Take deposits, followed by full payment at least a month
before the retreat. People will cancel last minute, and this will

everybody loves a goodie bag – I always include a crystal, an

oracle card, product samples, ear plugs and usually some local

organic chocolate or another sweet treat. Journals and a pen are
good for longer retreats.

So, take a little time, make up your dream client, design their
perfect retreat and go for it. It is an incredibly rewarding
experience and a wonderful way to connect and build
relationships with some very special people. n

i

Donna Booth is a holistic life coach, yoga &
mindfulness teacher and creator of The Practical

give you time to fill the space. Look at your costs, factor in your

Goddess course. She runs retreats in the far north

time and never under charge. We in the holistic professions are

Highlands of Scotland and beyond. She is obsessed with

notoriously bad at charging and that is a sure track to burnout

the sea, good books, and wild gardens. Find out more

and failed businesses.

about Donna’s retreats at

www.vitality-retreat.com or

https://www.facebook.com/vitalityretreat/
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Start-up advice

START-UPS: KEEPING YOUR
BUSINESS DREAMS ALIVE
Having your own business is a dream for many holistic therapists. So many new businesses
fail to live up to the hopes and dreams of their owners because of a lack of planning. Lydia
Amoah shares what it takes to bring your business dreams to fruition…

A

S a business coach to
entrepreneurs, I’m most often
asked, “How do I start my own
business?” followed by, “How do
I keep my dreams alive?” I always ask whether
they have prepared a plan or vision for their
business. Astonishingly 51% of start-ups
simply focus on how their passion will make a
difference, believing that’s sufficient.
This auto-pilot type of approach will only
get you so far, possibly through the first year,
thereafter you will find yourself wondering
whether you are on the right track and more than
likely be in need of support to help you take your
business to the next level.
According a recent study from Hampshire
Trust Bank, the UK’s small and medium
businesses are forecast to hit £217 billion in
turnover. HMRC figures show the total number
registrations of new businesses between January
and March 2019 were 182,742, while 142,390
businesses were dissolved. How do those
entrepreneurs who endure keep their dream alive
and thriving throughout the trials and challenges?
There are some fundamental steps to follow to
give your business the best start and chance of
survival;

CREATE A STRATEGY: Without a vision
it’s virtually impossible to know where you are
heading, it all begins with an idea, but an idea
will go nowhere without doing the ground work.
Research the market you want to break into. Is
there a need for your product of service? The
information you find will give you clear indicators
as to whether you are making the right decision
and taking the right path. You will be able to ask
yourself the following key question:
Do I have the right skills to create a business
in this area? Am I recognised as a specialist
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in this field? Take time to gather feedback

To keep your vision alive, begin by creating a

about these simple yet powerful and revealing

profit and loss account, to show the revenue of

questions, as they will determine whether you

your business is turned into the net income of a

are stepping in the right direction.

business. This provides vital information on how

ESTABLISH A MARKET NEED:

well the business is delivering and also help you
create ways to generate income.

Does your business have a need?

I recall when I worked in

Discover how much of need

business development, the

there is a need for what

accounts team set up a

you have to offer. Create

forecast, which included

a survey and circulate

a breakdown on what I

it further than friends

needed to do achieve,

and family. In an effort

weekly, monthly and

to be supportive, those

yearly. It certainly

close to you may not

kept me focused and

answer objectively. I

extremely resourceful.

recommend that you

Yet, often when we start

utilise your network of

working for ourselves, we

prospective customers and

forget to implement all that

conduct face-to-face, online, phone
surveys or in-person. The data retrieved will help
you understand your market better and save a lot
of time and money.

According a recent study
from Hampshire Trust
Bank, the UK’s small and
medium businesses are
forecast to hit £217 billion in
turnover.
You‘ll will be able to establish whether you
are in a position to launch your new venture and
most importantly, you can decide whether you
have the appropriate resources to do this full time
or whether you should start as a side hustle.

we learnt when working for other
companies.
As exciting as it is to run a business, these are
the fundamental tasks and activities that need to
be adhered to make it a success and for it to last
over the first year and achieve longevity past 5
years. Knowing where you are financially is a key
performance indicator and can help you make
short- and long-term strategies to keep you in
business.
Now you have set the wheels in motion,
taking care of the administration elements of the
business ritually, you can prepare yourself for the
psychological aspects.

BUILD A NETWORK: Building a network
of great people around you can motivate you to
keep going when it gets tough and you feel like
giving up. Believe me, that happens to virtually
all business owners. Join a networking group

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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recommended contractors to

that aligns with your business interests. It can be

holistic therapists. I know you

a great way to learn from others in business and

care a lot about people,

also give you the opportunity to promote who

however pleasing other

you are and what you do. It’s a wonderful way to

people’s needs, will put

therapists make the

make connections, collaborate and generate new

you out of business.

mistake of being

business.
Discipline is vital in business and sometimes
it can be difficult to go it alone. It can also

enter into your business.
Too many holistic

is enough room in the

themselves second guessing their decisions.

market for you and your

Enlist the help of a mentor or coach associated

expertise. If you have a plan

should it accelerate your
business growth, but a
mentor provides a sounding
board to help you

director, salesperson to
the therapist, cleaner and
accountant. This inevitably

feel isolating and many entrepreneurs find

to your area of expertise. Not only

everything from the

STEER AWAY FROM COMPARING
SUCCESSES: there

leads to burn out.

RELAX AND REFLECT: take

in place, recognise

time to look after yourself. It can be hard

your specialism and
identify where your market
is, then don’t waste time
comparing yourself to

to take holidays in the first year or so of business.
Many holistic therapists work at weekends and
offer evening sessions, but it is vital to take time off

maintain your focus and

what competitors are

to ensure your mind is balanced. A healthier you

keep you accountable to

doing. They are not

means a wealthier you.

what’s required in your

worried about you. Keep

business.
Resilience is a key
attribute to staying
in business. It’s about
developing a thick skin and
adopting a no-nonsense approach
to charging your worth and sticking to it.

your energy light and
concentrate on what
difference you can make
in your field.

TEAM MAKES A DREAM:
when you are in a position to build

No one truly respects a freebie. Self-investment

a team, bring people on board whose skills can

attracts committed people and high valued type

complement what you do and the needs of

of client. This may feel slightly awkward to many

your business. Otherwise you can outsource to

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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Lydia Amoah is an award-winning
business coach and founder

of Butterfly PR, helping entrepreneurs
promote their businesses both online and
offline. She has over 20 years’ experience
and expert knowledge in coaching and
media relations.

www.lydiaamoahcom
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The power of placebo

Harnessing
the placebo effect

TO IMPROVE OUTCOMES
IN YOUR PRACTICE
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The power of placebo

Brian Fulton shares
his thoughts on how a
deeper understanding
of the placebo effect
can help massage
and other manual
therapists achieve better
outcomes for clients…

O

NE way to view the placebo
effect is as being the
mind’s ability to modulate
neurobiological pathways
involved in numbing pain,

attacking invading microbes, responding
to allergens, modulating sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous system activity.
This phenomenon can even modulate our
inflammatory response to injury. When the mind
regulates these pathways in a positive direction,
it is termed a placebo response. When there
is a negative reaction, it is termed a nocebo
response. They are two sides of the same coin.
The only way that a placebo could be more
effective than a treatment or drug is if the
treatment (or drug) is actually counterproductive,
or if the study design was poor. There have
been studies where a placebo outperformed
psychotherapeutic drugs, and this meant that the
drugs in question were having the opposite effect
intended. If a study is properly designed, and
the treatment is efficacious, then it should not
be possible for a sham treatment or placebo to
outperform the modality being examined.

Psychosocial factors
There are many factors involved in the
placebo phenomenon. These are often termed
psychosocial or contextual factors, and they fall
into three broad categories: client and practitioner
expectations, previous conditioning, and meaning
and context.
The specific psychosocial factors that come into
play with the placebo effect that I have examined
and written about are as follows.

BUSINESS

Trust is foundational,
because without trust,
you really have no
leverage to produce an
outcome. The client
has to feel safe, and
they must trust you for
this phenomenon to
manifest itself. Anything
that improves trust will
enhance the effect and
vice versa.
Previous conditioning
can be positive or
negative and can play a
major role in treatment
outcomes.
Expectations, both
your’s and the client’s
affect outcomes. This
is the reason for double-blinding of research
studies.
New or novel treatments or modalities appear to
have greater placebo effects.
Branding increases the status of any modality,
increasing its effect.
Increased price can improve outcomes. With
lower prices, people can place less value on your
service.
Client desire is important. This requires some
exploration on your part to determine what they
desire and find an appropriate goal for them.
Client motivation is different from desire.
Motivation could be seen as the carrot that is put
forth in front of them.
Listening to the client is extremely important
during all stages of the treatment. Its importance
cannot be overstated. Furthermore, listening is an
active, not a passive process.
Feelings of care and concern from the practitioner
(professional empathy)

Client’s sense of control is important, and we can
offer them tools to feel more in control of their
pain, their symptoms, and their recovery.
Anything that we can do towards reducing a client’s
anxiety levels will enhance this phenomenon.
Explaining their pathology effectively in a
language that they can understand has positive
effects. Many mainstream medical practitioners
are so rushed, that patients come to us not really
understanding their condition. Most manual
therapists and complementary practitioners have
the luxury of time to explain the client’s condition
thoroughly to them.
The client’s inner narrative is important. It is how
we make sense of the world. If a client describes
themselves as a victim in their life story, we can
sometimes help them to reshape that story.
Certainty of the client removes cognitive
dissonance that robs them of energy needed for
healing. We can help to nudging them off the
fence if they are caught in this situation.
Time spent by the practitioner is a factor if the
treatment is less than fifteen minutes. Fortunately
in our professions we have treatment times
longer than that.

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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Ritual plays a role similar to conditioning. Ritual
includes a whole host of factors and can be
anything from a greeting handshake and smile
when you first make contact to the music, sights
or smells within your clinic, your enquiry as to their
conditions to the glass of water you offer them at
the end of treatment. It can also be the homecare
that you prescribe for them once they leave the
clinic.
Increased frequency of treatment and remedial
exercises has increased placebo effects.
Patient compliance to homecare and remedial
exercises is also a factor.
The clinician’s persona also plays a role.
The clinical environment is also a symbol, so the
more professional it is, the greater the effect.
Safe touch also increases the placebo effect.
Humour has its place, especially where pain is
concerned.
Finally, after all is said and done, each of us has
to accept that there will likely always be some
mystery surrounding the body and around healing.
With that acceptance comes some peace.

The therapist as symbol
It is important to recognise that as holistic
practitioners that we are walking symbols. One
basic rule with placebos is that the more powerful
the symbol, the more powerful the placebo effect.
One way we can increase the symbolic power of
our persona is to always act in a trustful manner.
Trust is the foundation of every human relationship
and it is a critical component of the placebo
effect. Other factors that come into play include
or attire, our professionalism, our enthusiasm, our
confidence, our own belief system, as well as the
patient’s perception of our competence. Being
aware of your image, culturing and developing it
will have placebo effects in itself.

Three key research studies
I think three of the most significant studies to
date are all large systematic reviews. These
include: Placebo response to manual therapy:
something out of nothing? (Bialosky et al.
2011), Effectiveness of manual therapies: the
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UK evidence report (Bronfort et al. 2010), and
Enhance placebo, avoid nocebo: How contextual
factors affect physiotherapy outcomes. (Testa,
Rossettini. 2016). Each of these papers examined
a large number of studies and each one concluded
that there many factors other than the manual
treatment itself that affect treatment outcomes.
Authors use terms such as contextual factors,
non-specific effects, type of provider, explanation
or diagnosis given, provider’s enthusiasm, and the
patient’s expectations. These studies also use the
terms ‘placebo effects’ and ‘nocebo effects’.
Bialosky states in his conclusions, “We are not
suggesting manual therapists include known sham
or ineffective interventions in their clinical practice,
but take steps to maximise placebo responses
to reduce pain.” This is exactly what I propose.
It is not ethical of us to deceive the client, or to
dispense a physical placebo, or use a treatment
modality that we know is not efficacious.
However, there is a plethora or research indicating
that these effects are happening in every
medical encounter, so it is incumbent upon us to
understand and manage this phenomenon so that
we can produce positive (as opposed to negative)
effects.

The Biopsychosocial model
I would say that the psychological aspect is
important in every medical encounter, not just
manual therapy. An important aspect of the
placebo effect is the power of symbols, so it
should come as no surprise that the medical
treatment producing the most powerful effects is
sham surgery. The amount of ritual and theatre
involved, and the powerful symbolism of the
highly trained doctors and high tech equipment
have incredibly powerful placebo effects. This
issue was recently highlighted in Ian Harris’
book, Surgery: The Ultimate Placebo.
Most of us were educated within the
biomedical model, but the emerging medical
model gaining traction these days is the
biopsychosocial (BPS) model. This model
recognises the paramount importance of not just
biological factors, but also psychological and
social factors that affect treatment outcomes.
These three factors are dynamic within
each client that we treat, and they can vary
substantially with each individual coming into our
offices.
Holistic treatments are sometimes dismissed
as being merely a placebo effect, because of a

lack of scientific trials. This raises a number of
issues. Firstly I would say that the only way to
achieve respect from the medical community
would be to have peer-reviewed research
supporting the efficacy of any given treatment or
modality. So, we do need research. The challenge
in manual therapy is that it is impossible to
double-blind a treatment, and rarely can you
construct a study with an actual placebo. Given
that the randomised, placebo controlled, doubleblinded treatment is the gold standard for study
design, manual therapy studies are sometimes
viewed as inferior by mainstream medicine.
However, an equally valid study design is to test
a drug or a modality against the best treatment
available, and this we can easily do with just
about any study, so I would say that this is the
solution to this conundrum.
Secondly, as mentioned, the more powerful
the symbol, the powerful the effect, so the
medical establishment already has an edge on
alternative/complimentary/holistic practitioners,
because they have more status and credibility,
so their treatments actually have more powerful
placebo effects than ours.
Thirdly, the BPS model is finally recognising
the importance of social and psychological
factors as well as biological factors around
healing and pain management. This is
something that holistic practitioners have always
understood. This was previously dismissed
as just placebo effects, but by framing it as
psychosocial factors, the medical establishment
is finally recognising what we knew all along,
and that is that care and concern for the patient
are as important as the treatment itself. So, yes
holistic practitioners have actively cultured a
placebo effect because they pay attention to the
psychosocial factors surrounding patient care.
Our model treats the person, rather than the
condition, and this is the foundation of the BPS
model.
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Brian Fulton has been a massage
therapist since 1999. He is a regular

presenter at conferences and is the author
of The Placebo Effect in Manual TherapyImproving Outcomes in Your Practice, available
from Handspring Publishing or Amazon.
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WHY YOU SHOULD SWITCH YOUR
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP TO COMPLEMENTARY
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
Exclusive Premier Membership Benefits:
(we are a multidisciplinary association)

• access to our fantastic discounted insurance scheme
• use of our logo on your marketing materials
• free lapel badge (worth £4)
• 10% discount off Physique therapy products
• 15% off essential oils and aromatherapy supplies at Base
Formula
• exclusive therapy illness insurance cover option with
PGMutual that also gives you a lump sum on retirement
• free to call from a mobile therapists advice phone line - there
is always an experienced therapist to talk to
• free access to CNHC Registration as we are one of the CNHC
verification organisations
• use of MCHP after your name
• directory for public referral
• London Special Treatment Licence exemption
• full support in the event of a complaint
• access to benefits and support materials for your practice in
the Member Login area of our website
• regular newsletter with up-to-date information on regulation
and legislation as part of a free copy of Holistic Therapist
Magazine (worth £24 per year),
• discount accountancy scheme for your accounts and tax
return
• unlimited expert advice whenever you need it and free
reviews of your marketing materials
• discounts on CPD courses from our accredited schools—see
our Events page for course dates
• Regular expert blogs on the website in a range of
complementary therapies
• Facebook forum to share information

APPLY ONLINE TODAY ON OUR WEBSITE
www.complementaryhealthprofessionals.co.uk
enquiries@complementaryhealthprofessionals.co.uk

0333 577 3340
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Money matters

APPS TO HELP YOU MANAGE
YOUR FINANCES ON A BUDGET
Inna Kaushan, of Solna, suggests some low-cost ways of
keeping on top of your cash flow…

W

Monese (https://monese.com/) provides the
self-employed, freelancers and small therapy
businesses with a UK-based bank account that
can be set up within hours. It is completely

HEN you’re busy running

Expensify (https://use.expensify.com/) offers receipt

mobile, so you can manage all your banking

your therapy business,

scanning, next-day reimbursement, GPS mileage

needs using the smart mobile app that has

juggling clients and

tracking, and tax tracking.

been especially designed to provide flexibility

You can allocate costs to specific projects or

and easy transfers. If you pay for your Monese

time, it can be difficult to keep on top of all

clients. You can import your credit or debit cards

account, you can use your card anywhere in the

your finances. Businesses need to make

so that everything sits under one account. It

world with no fees. So, if you are working in an

money, yet muddled finances become

consolidates all your expenses and makes them

overseas retreat over the summer, there are no

much easier to manage.

overseas spending charges.

What will you spend? Individual plans are £3.99

What will you spend? If you’re self-employed or

a month and group plans start from just £4 per

freelance, you can use Monese’s fully-featured

user/month.

free account but you will be charged for cash

other demands on your

a major source of stress and worry. You
need to guard against this negative energy
creeping into your therapy practice.
Luckily, there are now many free or lowcost tools to help you manage the financial
aspects of your practice. These are apps
that don’t require a lot of effort to get used
to, which are free or fairly cheap and which
will leave you feeling relaxed, knowing you
are on top of admin and that your finances
are being managed efficiently.

Managing your expenses

machine withdrawals and payments abroad.

Your business and personal
banking

There’s also a business account for £9.95 a

Next-gen banks have apps allowing you to

Business and Monese Plus personal account.

manage everything remotely, online, and in the

You’ll be able to separate your business and

cloud. They are full of features you’ll recognise and

personal spend with free dedicated debit cards

quite a few you wish you could have used sooner.

and manage both seamlessly from one place!

month where you get a two-in-one Monese

Do you find yourself collecting receipts
and cramming them into a drawer? Anyone
working for themselves knows the pain
of sorting through a pile of receipts: you
promise yourself you’ll keep your receipts
organised, but there are a million and one
other things you’d rather be dealing with.
Sorting it out for your accountant can be
boring, difficult and time-consuming.
A disorganised approach means you’ll
probably miss out on expenses you should
be claiming, or charging your client. It’s
worth chatting with your accountant to
make sure your claim what you should.
You could find yourself not bothering,
paying for supplies personally, or letting
a few costs slip through. You can spare
yourself the pain with the right app.
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Budgeting and savings
What if you never went over your budget again?
With many of us having multiple accounts, card
and cash payments and more than one credit
card, managing our money and having everything
under control just gets harder.
If you want to be good with your money, Emma
(https://emma-app.com/) is a handy little tool that
lets you effortlessly manage your cash flow and
gives you the control you need over your finances.
Emma’s main goal is to improve the financial
situation of its users. It works by
aggregating your bank accounts
and credit cards to give you a full
picture of your finances.

Gone are the days when handing over cash was

Emma acts as your personal

the norm because now you need to be able to

finance adviser by keeping

accept an array of payments: online, mobile or

track of all your spending,

contactless.

subscriptions, and even alerting

Stripe (https://stripe.com/en-GB/) is a one-

you on any overdrafts. Emma

stop-shop for everything you need to get paid.

can also help you keep track of

Used by millions of businesses, Stripe is secure

debt repayments and it even

and easy for your customers to use and allows

prompts you to save money

you to accept online and in-person payments from

by suggesting what you can

anyone in any country.

afford to save at the end of
each month. Yes, it’ll spot if you’ve
been buying too many kombuchas!
What will you spend? Emma is free to use but
users also have the option to upgrade to Emma Pro
for premium features including custom categories,
unlimited budgeting, and data exports

Invoicing your clients
For some self-employed therapists and clinics,
especially those who do freelance shifts with
an employer or bill corporate clients, getting
paid can be laborious. It means sending email
attachments, mailing pieces of paper and
chasing for payment.
If you want to get paid on time, smart
invoicing is the way to go – Solna (https://solna.
io/ ) is packed with smart features to protect you
and your business and makes invoicing quick
and easy.
With Solna, you can create, customise
and send invoices in seconds. It also sends
automatic payment reminders to late payers

holistictherapistmagazine.com

What will you spend? Stripe charges a standard
and lets you track every invoice until it’s in your
account.
You can also get a better view of who you’re
doing business with and make the best decisions
when setting payment terms using Solna’s credit
check facility. It’s an invoicing tool with brains.
What will you spend? You can sign up to

1.4% transaction charge plus a 20p per transaction
fee for European cards and 2.9% plus a 20p fee for
non-European cards. It has no setup, monthly or
hidden fees and you only pay for what you use.
It is worth taking advantage of the technology to
help you manage your finances, reduce the stress
and be able to put maximum energy into helping
your clients. n

Solna’s free version that provides access to
invoice templates and customers’ credit scores
for a limited number of customers. The paid
packages give you invoice tracking, recurring
invoices, advanced reporting in addition to more
customers and templates.

Client payments

i

Inna Kaushan is co-founder of
Solna, a smart invoicing platform

powered by credit score data, which
speeds up the invoicing and payment
process for freelancers and small

For any small business owner, maintaining your

businesses. The system’s automated

cash flow is crucial, so it’s in your best interest to

credit control functionality automatically

avoid long delays between the time of treatment

chases overdue invoices – freeing up

and getting paid. Offering your customers multiple
payment options is one way to avoid this. The more
payment options you offer, the fewer excuses your

time and ensuring faster payment. Find
out more at

https://solna.io/

clients have to delay payment.
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Working with

MAINSTREAM

providers
As lifestyle diseases become
ever more prevalent, and
mainstream medical and
education providers develop
more awareness of the
importance of physical and
mental wellbeing, holistic
therapists should have more
opportunities to work in
hospitals, hospices and schools.
We talk to those who are
already making inroads…
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Working in hospitals and with GP
surgeries

staff on the ward providing an extra pair of hands

bedside, so that the medical staff could see the

emotionally physically and spiritually for the

difference healing made to the wellbeing and

Paid opportunities within the NHS can be

whole circle of care.

anxiety of the patients. From there, we were able
to expand into other NHS trusts.

found by accessing your local NHS jobs site.

“Healers have to hold a full healer certificate

Each trust appears to have their own site, so

to attend our CPD training. This means we are

you may need to set up several alerts. If you’re

not teaching them how to be a healer, we are

Sunflower Healing Trust healer within the NHS

determined to work within the NHS, cast your

teaching them how to work effectively and safely

would require to be accredited to National

net relatively widely, looking at opportunities

within hospitals and hospices. It’s a weekend

Occupational Standards in Reiki or Spiritual

for health coaches, health advisors as well as

in person workshop most suitable for those

Healing and then attend our CPD training. Our

holistic therapy roles. You will need to be CNHC

who have no experience of working in hospitals

Healing in Hospitals and Hospices course is

registered. You can also call the local trust’s HR

as it involves a lot of role play. We also offer a

offered in person or via a distance learning

department who should be able to guide you to

Distance Learning module but it is only suitable

module”.

the appropriate person as finding them can be

for someone who has lots of experience of

difficult.

delivering their therapy.

There may be more opportunities for volunteer
roles and it is also worth approaching your local

“From our charity’s point of view, this is the
pathway to taking Reiki or Spiritual Healing into

“Anyone interested in becoming a Sam Buxton

Angie Buxton-King will be talking about
working with the NHS at the Integrated Health
Convention in London in October. Find out more
at https://integrativehealthconvention.co.uk/
To find out more about the work of the Sam

GP surgery and asking if you can demonstrate

hospitals and or hospices supported by SBSHT.

and talk about the benefits of your therapy

Healers must attend our Healing in Hospitals and

Buxton Sunflower Healing Trust, please visit

to staff. According to one source, as many as

Hospices Training before making their approach

http://www.cancertherapies.org.uk/

10% of GP surgeries offer some form of holistic

to a hospital or hospice.

therapy, including acupuncture, mindfulness or
massage.
Harrogate and District NHS Trust’ NHS Natural

“Following successful completion of our
training, the healer then makes the initial
approach to a cancer unit or hospice in their

Working with care charities,
residential homes, hospices and
respite centres

Health School offers a Certificate in Cancer and

geographical area. The hospital or hospice then

Palliative Care for Complementary Therapists as

contacts us directly and we ask to visit to see

organisations to national bodies such as Marie

well as introductory courses in Aromatherapy,

how and where the therapists will be working

Curie Cancer Care and Leonard Cheshire

Massage and Reflexology for working with those

with patients. We can supply policy, protocols

Homes, but the best way to find your way into

with cancer. These are available through www.

and job descriptions available to govern Reiki /

working with them is to check their websites

thinktreehub.com.

Spiritual Healing if the recruiting centre requires

for information, call and ask what opportunities

this information. Similar projects elsewhere are

may be available. These will most likely be on

the Sam Buxton Sunflower Healing Trust, which

banded 4 or 5 within the Agenda for Change

a voluntary basis for just a few hours a week.

funds those with spiritual healing or Reiki

system

Marie Curie advertises available volunteer

Another way into this sector is to train with

There are many charities, from small local

“Our projects are for a maximum of fifteen

vacancies on their website and looks for CNHC

within the NHS. Founder Angie Buxton-King

hours a week. Once we have agreed the project,

registered therapists qualified in Acupuncture,

said, “To date, SBSHT has funded 36 healers

we will donate funds into any suitable NHS or

Aromatherapy, Hypnotherapy, Massage,

in 15 NHS Trusts and hospices. We fund for an

related fund, covering up to the first two years of

Reflexology, Reiki, or Yoga and Relaxation.

initial period of up to 2 years and then the healer

employment costs. The vacancy will usually be

You may also have some form of voluntary

is usually funded internally.

advertised on NHS jobs website or internally if

sector umbrella organisation which covers your

appropriate and the therapist is normally provided

local area and there are online volunteering

training, there are very few difficulties in fitting

with an NHS fixed term contract. They will be

portals, such as www.volunteerscotland.net

in as the healer is prepared well before working

expected to see a minimum of six patients each

which may also throw up suitable opportunities.

in these environments. As we have funded their

day for thirty minute sessions. The therapist

Similarly, your council website should have

work they are integrated into the teams easily just

will be required to wear a SBSHT polo shirt and

information and opportunities for volunteering

like any other professional member of the Multi

provide us with quarterly report.

within council-run care homes and schools.

qualifications and experience for up to two years

“Because our healers have undergone our

Discipline Team would be.

It’s vital that the therapist be able to work in an

“Being an SBSHT healer is hugely valuable in

integrated way with patients, relatives and staff.

terms of patient care, but also as an ambassador

If the therapist has proven the worth of healing,

Some form of Disclosure Check is normally
required.
Think carefully about volunteering as it is a

at the forefront of bringing healing and holistic

and adds to the team, it’s usual for the NHS to

long term commitment and you will probably

care into the allopathic healthcare environment.

then fund the position from then onwards.

be faced with the emotional upheaval of losing

Our model ensures that the healer is valuable not
only to the patients but also the families and the

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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clients with whom you have forged a bond.

had to prove the need, initially by working at the
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Working with mainstream providers

Case Study: Vickie Blake

have a considerable degree of autonomy, and you

Case Study: Diane McCann

Sports and holistic therapist Vickie Blake volunteers

may be able to deal directly with them, though

“I specialise in working with Vibrational Sound

with cancer patients at a small charity in Wales,

approval may be needed with the local education

Therapy, in the form of tuning forks and sound

where she is now a trustee. Vickie had been

department of your council. Working with schools

pipes. I run programmes for children (age 7

keen to work with cancer patients for a few years,

requires therapists to take the initiative on their

upwards) and teenagers incorporating vibrational

when she responded to a Facebook post looking

own account. It may take a while to set up a

sound therapy and mindfulness techniques.

for therapists. Vickie has ten years’ experience in

session and parental consent may be required for

These show ways to release emotions in

massage, reflexology, Indian head massage, reiki,

some activities.

a healthy way, helping them to relax, and

hot stone massage, and aromatherapy, but was

Holistic Teen Coach, Jade Saffer, notes, “We

understand their feelings and develop awareness

also provided with specific in-house training and

need to work from the ground upwards to get the

around self-regulation.

guidance about treatments and areas of the body to

attention of schools. Providing your services at

“I’ve had some wonderful results with my work

be worked on.

the local youth centre, sports centre or council

and also piloted the Science Sound MIndfulness

Vickie explained, “It was nerve wracking working

are all helpful ways gain approval and from there,

Programme for Children in my son’s school

with cancer patients to begin with, as I was worried

we can use this opportunity as a link in our

working with 10 children specially selected by

that I would do something wrong or hurt them but

introduction to our prospective school”.

the school, ranging from Year R to Y6, as an

it wasn’t long before my confidence grew. I have

after-school club.

since gone on to do my own oncology training so

Case Study: Diane Leopard

I now with cancer patients in my own practice. I

“Last year, I approached our local primary

ordinator, to see if they would be interested in

have also gone on to train in ScarWork and Manual

school about including Wellbeing into school life.

mindfulness within the school. My son is adopted

Lymphatic Drainage.

They were delighted with this suggestion and I

and has sensory processing difficulties and whilst

“I love volunteering for the charity. I see the

discussed with them The 5 Ways to Wellbeing

the school has been fantastic in many respects,

difference it makes to the users lives. I offer 3 hours

- take notice, connect, keep learning, get active,

one of the things I felt I could help contribute to

a week and I am always fully booked. I have found

give. I think that all children should be taught

was mindfulness and wellbeing. I demonstrated

my confidence has grown in myself as well as a

self-care and mindfulness as these are skills for life

the basic principles around the programme,

therapist. It also puts things into perspective into

which they will be able to use in times of stress.

which is 5 hour long sessions over five weeks.

your own life.

“Preparation can take a while. I needed to provide

We ran a shorter pilot programme for five children

I have recently become a trustee for the charity,

the school with all my documents including

with various needs including sensory, anxiety,

which offers the services free of charge, although

insurance and a full disclosure and barring

difficulties focusing and low emotional wellbeing.

donations are welcome. It provides physical and

certificate. The school wrote to every parent

Each child had a separate 1:1 session with me as

emotional support to people who may not get it

outlining my activities and they were required to

well. The results of the programme were fantastic

elsewhere. A lot of people are surprised they are

return a signed consent form.

and each child gained something to help them

able to have some treatment or even get help with

“I then went into the school for a full ‘Wellbeing

cope with their particular need.

scars and lymphoedema.”

Day’. I ran an age-tailored 20 minute mindfulness

“I then agreed to do a presentation to the

Find out more about Vickie at www.

session with each class, totalling 230 children.

Head teacher and teachers at a staff meeting,

allthingstherapy.com or the charity she works with

Teachers were present at all times and took full

discussing the programme and participating

at www.oldmillfoundation.co.uk.

responsibility for any behaviour issues.

to feel the benefits for themselves. They then

Therapists Beyond Borders offer volunteer

“I did a simple evaluation before and after each

selected 10 children to participate in the

therapy placements abroad in communities that

session so that we could evaluate the session. I

programme to run as an after-school club.

need help. You can find out more at https://

also requested feedback from the school which

The children were carefully selected, as those

therapistsbeyondborders.org/volunteer/. The

was very positive. I had an amazing day with

displaying signs of anxiety and various low

Volunteer Therapist Hub Facebook group provides

them. A teacher later told me that one child had

emotional wellbeing needs.

useful contacts and support for therapists in

said ‘that was the nicest place I have ever been

“I worked with the SenCo and we drafted

voluntary roles. Find them at https://www.facebook.

to’ which brought me to tears when the teacher

explanatory letters and permission slips for

com/groups/timeforsomecare/.

explained that child has a very difficult home life.

parents to consent to their children participating.

The school now run lots of wellbeing activities

It was really important to explain to parents what

including walk to school week, keep calm and

the programme was and how it could help their

Working with schools

colour, visiting local nursing homes and nature

child by attending, especially as it was something

All schools in England have a requirement to

walks. I chose to donate my ‘Wellbeing Day’ to the

new. In addition, the school paid for a DBS check

teach wellbeing as part of the curriculum from

school free of charge is it is good for my wellbeing

as they wanted this to be specific to their actual

September 2020. This presents an opportunity

to give and be part of our local community”.

school.

to reach out to local schools. Most head teachers
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“I spoke to the Special Educational Needs Co-

“The sessions were run for 10 children and two
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teachers took turns to also attend, effectively

testimonial from the Head following feedback

can then provide a therapy tailored to best meet

on a training basis, to see if they could use

from the teachers and children that I can use for

the needs of the client.

elements from the programme to support other

contacting future schools.

“If holistic therapists are thinking about working

children, within the school. Each session had

For more information on Diane and her work,

in schools, you need to show how you will fit

a base structure, for example learning about a

please visit www.vibrationalsoundtherapy.co.uk.

into the multi-disciplinary team. It’s important to

type of breathing, a meditation story, various

show the school the many benefits and value of

mindfulness techniques, working with tuning

Case Study: Lorraine Senior

the therapeutic intervention of our services

forks, experiencing and learning how sound can

Lorraine Senior offers both individual and group

and be able to provide feedback for the class

help you feel calm and focused, plus activities

reflexology therapy sessions in the special school

based on using different tuning forks and playing

environment. “I deliver reflexology using the

chime pipes. Predominately, each week covered

Functional Reflex Therapy framework using a

themes, around feelings, gratitude, self-belief,

variety of pathways bringing relaxation into the

tolerance and kindness. It is very much activity

timetable of the school curriculum. This involves

based and also teaches you about your energy

offering individual reflexology therapy sessions

and how to work with energy and how other

and relaxation and calming self-help techniques

people’s energy can affect us.

for groups during the school day. I currently

“I work a lot with children on a 1:1 basis who are

work within the Special School environment,

home-schooled or who are struggling in school.

but the framework of Functional Reflex Therapy

One child wouldn’t go to school, but having

looks to support all children with high levels

been through the programme, they have been

of anxiety. For many children, certain points

managing their anxiety and emotional outbursts

in the school year, such as the approach

much better.

of exams, or starting a new school, can be

“I plan to expand into more schools, focussing on

quite challenging, so

learning. I will make initial contact by emailing

relaxation reflexology

the SenCo asking to arrange a face to face

can help. It brings

meeting to discuss the programme in more detail.

children to a better

I feel the testimonial from my son’s school will

frame of mind to cope

be very beneficial to share with other schools

with activities and

regarding the results the programme offers. I’ve

learning, in addition to

also had leaflets specifically done that can be

supporting emotional

used for providing more information to schools. I

wellbeing.

hope to make a short video made regarding the

“The Functional Reflex

programme that I can also send to schools with

Therapy Framework for

their consent.

Reflexology is designed

“I will be looking at both Primary and Secondary

for children and adults of

schools as I do a lot of work with teenagers too.

all ages with high levels

One of the benefits of the programme is that it

of anxiety, intellectual

is fantastic for helping concentration and focus

difficulties, autism, special

and removing stressors, for example, anxiety,

educational needs and

stress and overwhelm. Within secondary schools,

disabilities and is also

I will be aiming to get the programme in to help

an enjoyable beneficial

students studying for GCSEs with can be very

experience for more vulnerable adults with

teacher, school and parents and contribute to

stressful, pressurised times.

dementia and Alzheimer’s.

reports and reviews. Using the FRT framework

“I ran this programme on a voluntary basis

“I now provide training in Functional Reflex

provides a structured protocol and guidelines for

as my contribution to the school as a parent.

Therapy for both school staff and also for

the school”.

This enabled me to not only help the children

qualified reflexologists. This enables reflexologists

on the programme, but it also enabled me

to use the FRT Framework to support their

To find out more about Lorraine and her work,

to share knowledge with the teachers who

individual therapy sessions, alongside their

please visit www.functionalreflextherapy.co.uk.

also participated. I also gained an amazing

previous experience. FRT qualified reflexologists

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER
Holistic Therapist Magazine is collectable, and will guide you
in business, as well as provide you with stories and features
especially for you and your health… so to guarantee your copy
delivered to your door each quarter, simply subscribe using the
easy payment method on:
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Case Study

CASE STUDY

From the NHS to holistic
therapy

Working in the NHS is stressful. Resources
are limited, while demand spirals due to an
aging population and the rise of lifestyle
diseases. GP surgeries are closing at a
record rate and medical and support staff
are increasingly stressed. Carol Bantick
explains why she left the NHS to retrain in
holistic therapies…

round wellbeing, focusing on what is causing their illness and
unhappiness and creating a personal care plan, to bring about
a life change. All this is so unlike westernised medicine which
focuses on treating the symptoms.

My treatments involve looking at people’s all round wellbeing.
My husband has Frontotemporal Dementia and I use Reiki
- the effects are truly remarkable. His neurologists have
acknowledged my work is keeping my husband more stable
than would have been expected. I also have a client with
Alzheimer’s who I visit weekly for massage therapy and again
the effects are so encouraging.
I’ve now been asked to look into bringing holistic therapies into
a nursing home dedicated to caring for young people with MS
and other debilitating illnesses. As more medical personnel
see the benefits of a holistic approach, the barriers between

Working with mainstream providers is not for

mainstream medicine and holistic therapy begin to break down.

everyone. As a busy practice manager,

I think Ayurveda will become more widely used

Carol Bantick found herself increasingly

purely because of the age-old principles of

frustrated by the restricted funding

natural healing, which have proven to be

and time consuming targets and

reliable. Once people are educated and

reports. This was time that

assured of the health benefits they can

could have been better

achieve, they will become less sceptical

used in providing services

and more open to trying more holistic

and improved care for patients.

therapies. From experience, a lot of

The surgery’s patient group

people look upon holistic treatments as

constantly complained about the lack

a last resort, due to being told by their

of appointments and doctors’ availability

GP or hospital that there is nothing

and the lack of facilities particularly in regard

more to be done.

to mental health provision. At one point funding
was even withdrawn for a counselling service

I strongly believe there is a place for

which was oversubscribed, so it was clear that this
service was needed to plug the gap between GP
referral and hospital psychiatric services.
I qualified seven years ago as an Ayurvedic Therapist after
working in the NHS for thirty five years. My commitment and
dedication to the principles of Ayurveda, won me a national

holistic therapies within the NHS. Referring suitable
people to holistic therapists would alleviate resource pressures,
reducing waiting times as many therapies could be provided in
patients’ homes. I’ve found many health issues dissipate when they
are assisted to address underlying personal issues, so improving
overall health and wellbeing. n

award with commendation. After suffering with depression,
stress, anxiety as well as numerous other medical conditions,
I felt I needed to change my life. I felt drawn to Ayurveda and
following its principles has changed my life dramatically in

i

To find out more about Carol and her work, please
visit

www.ayurvedictherapies.co.uk

so many ways. My treatments involve looking at people’s all
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SAFETY MATTERS
The Federation of Holistic Therapist’s Julie McFadden looks at some simple ways that
therapists can protect their personal safety…

A

S therapists, when we think about
‘health and safety’, there can be a
natural tendency to focus on our
clients’ health and safety rather

than our own. It’s just as important to consider
potential safety risks that you might face while
working.
A recent FHT survey showed that 86% of our
members are self-employed, with just over half
(51%) working from home and 40% providing
treatments in their clients’ homes. Many therapists
also work at onsite locations, rather than in clinics
and spas.
The vast majority of clients are genuine, decent
people, but we give treatments to strangers in
a one-to-one situation, out of earshot from a
colleague, relative or friend. Implementing a few
simple measures can help you prevent or manage
any potentially difficult situations, should they
arise.

Prevention
Our industry can attract individuals looking

therapist that abides by a strict code of conduct
and professional practice and that you don’t offer
services of that nature. If someone is persistent,
try blocking their number or messages, and if at
any stage you feel your personal safety is at risk,
contact the police.

Two’s company
If a new client is visiting your home, particularly
for the first time, make a comment that suggests
someone else is in the building, even if that’s not
the case. Alternatively, calling a friend in front of
the client, saying, ‘I’ve just arrived at X’s house
[or X has just arrived] for their treatment – I’ll call
you back in an hour’. Make sure that someone
knows where you are and how long you will be.
Lone worker apps are now available that use GPS
tracking and allow you to log visits and discreetly
raise an alarm in an emergency.

Thinking on your feet
If you arrive for a treatment and immediately feel
uneasy, make an excuse to cancel the session

before it starts. Note the exit routes and how the
front door opens. If the treatment has started and
you feel unsafe, calmly give a reason to leave the
room, such as you’ve left something in the car and
go. You can always return for your things another
time with a friend or, if necessary, the police.
If you initially felt a little uneasy about seeing a
client and your first visit went OK, don’t forget that
initial gut instinct. Continue to be vigilant at future
appointments. n

i

The Federation of Holistic
Therapists (FHT) offers students

and qualified practitioners a range of
membership benefits and holds the largest
Accredited Register of complementary
therapists to be independently approved by
the Professional Standards Authority. For
further information, visit

www.fht.org.uk

or call 023 8062 4350.

a sexual release rather than a professional
treatment. Make sure that you reinforce your
professionalism at every opportunity to discourage
inappropriate requests occurring in the first
instance. When promoting your business, think
carefully about any images and the language you
use. Opt for professional-looking portraits rather
than personal ones, consider calling yourself a
‘professional massage therapist’ rather than a
‘masseuse’, and avoid using phrases like ‘sensual
massage’ and email addresses or public user
names that sound suggestive. State on your
website that inappropriate behaviour will result
in the cancellation of future appointments and
notification of the relevant authorities.

Nip it in the bud
Most of us get the occasional call or message
that is overtly sexual. Simply ignore these where
you can, or stress that you are a professional

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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Is Tinnitus ruining your life?
We are a dedicated
team of therapists, who
successfully treat a
range of conditions
including back pain,
tinnitus, cancer and
depression.
We can offer an
immediate telephone
consultation to assess
your needs and
recommend a
course of
treatment.

Find out more about our treatments at http://www.albright-centre.com
or call 0208 452 8942 / 07866 499 179 for a free phone consultation
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Journeys
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JOURNEYS:

Alison

If anything, life
has taught me
that we are each
responsible for our
own life and the
importance of selflove.

I

Wem

was unexpectedly widowed in my 40s, so I

I think the spiritual journey is individual and highly

know how tough life can be. I suddenly found

personalised. I believe in gaining insight into yourself

myself with two children, a demanding job and

so you can be your ‘best’ self. Understanding your life

no husband. It took me some time to move

lessons, such as active listening or overcoming jealous

my life forward. I needed to find a space of calmness

love, is empowering. This improves how you feel about

and a route to strength, love and guidance. Now, I

yourself which increases your well-being and the

help people to feel more in control of their life enabling

well-being of the community you live in. Many people

them to be more effective at work and live more

trying to lead a more spiritual life often do this, but not

harmoniously at home.

exclusively so.

I find that therapies help to relax my mind and

I fell out of the ‘married’ club when my husband

body to hear my soul. I believe the soul holds

passed. All my friends were married and I felt very

your personal wisdom learnt through

alone. I felt my life was over and I was here to just

life experiences. You need to learn
to hear your soul to receive
its wisdom. I try to practise
meditation every day even if
it is only 5 – 10 minutes.
It’s great for experiencing
calmness and clarity. I
feel more energised after a
meditation.
When I am working,
I carry a special rose
quartz crystal. It brings
acceptance, love and helps
with confidence. At home I have
many crystals plus stones I have
picked up while traveling. Each comes
with a special energy and often messages
to help guide my life.
I use my own therapy - Soul Maps. A Soul Map is a
visual representation of you and your life. In creating it
you gain insight into who you are and where your life is
going. Calmness arrives as you create your Soul Map. It
is good for relieving stress and anxiety. Recently I have
used spirit art and experiencing colour to relax so I can
receive messages to help guide my life.

holistictherapistmagazine.com

Three years ago, Alison Wem
was an IT director, now she’s
a life coach, psychic medium
and inspirational speaker…

raise my children. I even began to lose my identity as
people called me James’ Mum rather than Alison. I
did not cope well with widowhood. It was only when I
realised I had to find my own strength to move forward
that life began to improve.
If anything, life has taught me that we are each
responsible for our own life and the importance of
self-love. We all need to look after ourselves and seek
to be the ‘best’ person we can. No-one can ask more
of us than that.
My book Finding Your Soul Family has just been
published, which is very exciting. It includes examples
of soul maps. I run a blog on facing life’s challenges
and weekly Facebook broadcast on Wednesdays
at 1pm. www.facebook.com/pg/AlisonWem/
posts/?ref=page_internal.
In the next few years, I would like to work in
more countries. Also, I am developing a course to
enable healers and mediums to learn how to use
Soul Maps. I am hoping to pilot it in the autumn so
if anyone is interested, do get in touch alison.wem@
yoursoulfamily.com. n

i

Find out more about Alison and her
work at

www.yoursoulfamily.com
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YOU & YOUR HEALTH

Herbs

Lemon Balm:

the go-to herb for alchemists,
Ancient Greeks and me
For relaxation, stomach
soothing and memory
enhancement, Ed Joy shares
his appreciation of lemon
balm…

I

never have to go far to find some lemon
balm, whenever I need it, it’s just outside

wounds, soothe bites and stings, prevent and
treat cold sores. It was highly thought of by
all the great physicians of the ancient world,
Dioscorides of Greece and Ibn Sina, the great
Persian physician, both admired the herb’s
wound healing powers and digestive properties.
Paracelsus is said to have used it revivify
patients close to death.
Lemon balm even has a miraculous aspect,

the front door. This herb is not naturalised

being associated with the Philosophers Stone

to the UK, meaning it won’t grow in the

– yep, even amongst the alchemists of the

wild. When you see it out and about it’s more

Middle Ages, lemon balm was the herb to

of a garden escapee. It doesn’t take much

turn to! Of course the alchemists did all sorts

encouragement to make itself at home in just

of extraordinary things to it in order to extract

about any garden. I first started growing it about

its vital qualities - making a soothing brew in

10 years ago where I am and although year on

the kitchen never quite cut it in the alchemical

year it never tends to pop up in the same place

world. If it was ever-lasting life you were after,

twice, it’s always there, somewhere in the garden.

the recipe always started with Lemon Balm.

This year it is literally outside the front door!

For me, it is not the immortality that attracts

It’s handy to have it so close because it’s my

me to this herb, it’s how it fits in with my life.

go to herb. Lemon balm is the one herb I’ll turn

It’s always there, on my door step and lending

to mix with just about anything else. It’s great in

me its soft chamois leather leaves and its lemon

the kitchen if there’s no lemon grass or lemons

sherbet flavour to make my life a little calmer, a

for that matter. It’s the herb I use after a big meal

little easier whilst helping me to remember the

for a settling infusion, the best one for an upset

Latin name for that herb I’m supposed to be

stomach. When I can’t remember the name of

writing about today. Oh yes – it Melissa, Melissa

any other herb or anything else, lemon balm

officinalis. n

gets the old grey cells working again. When I’m
getting back from a busy week away, I need to
relax but can’t seem to remember how, when my
feet aren’t quite on the ground its lemon balm
that brings me back down to earth.
Of course, it’s not just me that has an

ED JOY works for Bionutri,
the naturopathic supplements

manufacturer. He gives talks around
the UK on Herbal Nutrition. For further

affinity with this herb, it’s had something of

information please contact info@

a reputation going back quite a long way. In

bionutri.co.uk or phone 0121 628

ancient Greece they would steep the herb in
wine for fevers and to lift the spirits. Across
Europe, lemon balm has been used to heal
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1901.

www.bionutri.co.uk or follow

@EdJoyHealth.
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PolarAid

ks:
Jason’s pic

Holistic Therapist’s
Jason Firmager tried out
PolarAid’s Natural Health
Disc…

A

S you might expect, we get sent
a lot of products for testing at
the magazine, but few are quite
as intriguing as the Natural

Health Disc from PolarAid, which comes with
a phenomenal development history. This little
green disc, just a few inches across, reminded
me of a crop circle or maze pattern and is
said to draw natural vital energy into the body
to promote health. It functions as a simple
antenna device with no radiation, electricity or
magnetism.
Nowadays, in a world of cosmic radiation and
quantum physics, we know that everything is
made up of sub-atomic particles which vibrate
with energy. Chemical reactions are caused
when electrons within atoms are excited, raising
their energy status to a higher level and bonding
with other atoms to form molecules. This energy
is fundamental to all life.
Over a hundred years ago, the brilliant scientist
Nikola Tesla first proved the existence of scalar
waves, which we now think of as the cosmic
energy which surrounds us. Tesla postulated
than this energy was vital to all forms of life and
that our bodies need to be nourished by it. It’s
rather like Western science’s interpretation of the
concept of Qi.
Tesla believed that as we age or become ill,
our bodies don’t absorb this energy as well as
previously. This idea was further developed
back in the 1930s by Dr. Georges Lakhovsky.
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Health disk

He invented the Lakhovsky antenna, large
copper alloy rings which acted as a vortex to
transmit and amplify these energy frequencies.
The PolarAid device builds on the results Dr.
Lakhovsky achieved, but in a much more
portable and practical way.
Several of us tested it. All you do is place it
on your forehead or a chakra point for a few
minutes. One tester found her headache much
diminished in severity, while others experienced
a marked, and unexpected, tingling sensation.
The disc was invented by Dr. Dino Tomić, a
medical doctor specialising in gynaecology and
obstetrics, who has spent twenty years exploring
how medical science and energy medicine
interface with quantum and bio-resonance to
enhance acupuncture and other modalities.
The device can be safely used by anyone,
including pets and even plants. In fact, some
of Dr. Lakhovsky’s original Russian research
using his antenna recorded some remarkable
improvements in plant health.
We found it best to gradually build up the
time we placed the disc on various chakras.
PolarAid suggest around 5-10 minutes can help
energise the lower chakras, while the sixth and
seventh chakra should be limited to 1-3 minutes

exposure. Most of us experienced some form of
sensation when using the disc, and we are not
overly susceptible to suggestion. Once the initial
surprise of the tingling sensation subsided, using
the PolarAid disc created a relaxed sensation,
but which also left some testers feeling more
energised and energetic.
When held during early morning meditation,
or sat upon during the day, one of our testers felt
a deeper calm and that it was easier to empty
her mind.
Previous users have reported improved sleep
when the disc is placed by their beds, increased
metabolism, a reduction in mood swings, and
increased calmness, though the company itself
makes no health claims. n

i

PolarAid provides a useful
video introduction to the

science behind the product on YouTube
at

www.youtube.com/channel/
UCsdpgvvC4fyjCoAVqrZj9QA and it can
be purchased from
www.polaraidhealth.
com for $64 or $340 for a family pack of
five units, plus one free. Shipping is $20.
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A LOOK BACK OVER 25 YEARS
OF HOLISTIC THERAPY
CHP Director Carole Preen looks back over the changes of the past twenty-five years in
celebration of the membership association’s 25th anniversary…

T

HIS year marks 25 years since the CHP
was established. Over that period, it’s
fair to say we’ve seen many changes
in our profession, some for the better
and others not so great. When we started in 1994,
aromatherapy was booming and we were part of
the Aromatherapy Organisation’s Council (AOC)
and worked to develop its professional standards.
Aromatherapy was the first profession to have
National Occupational Standards, published
in 1997. In 1999, the AOC was in talks with
government ministers about statutory regulation.
Unfortunately, this all changed the following year
following the recommendations of the House of
Lords Select Committee on Science and Technology.
Twelve of the popular therapies were asked to form
regulatory working groups in order to create a UK
core curriculum for each therapy and to prepare for
the creation of a voluntary self-regulatory body. This
was supported by the Department of Health and
the then Prince of Wales’s Foundation for Integrated
Health. Acupuncture and Herbal Medicine were
originally proposed to be statutory regulated along
the lines of the General Osteopathic Council, but this
has still yet to come to fruition, even 19 years later.
In 2008, the Complementary & Natural
Healthcare Council (CNHC) was established with
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government funding and recognition. This grew out
of the regulatory working groups. In my opinion, it
is great to have a regulatory body but voluntary selfregulation is not enough.
Currently, anyone can practice complementary
therapies under UK common law without restriction,
other than compliance with a number of general legal
provisions. So, despite years of hard work, hundreds
of thousands of pounds and too much time to count,
we now see a plethora of cheap courses, many
of which are online only, offering qualifications in
complementary therapies because there is no law
to prevent their students from calling themselves
therapists. Beauty schools offer three days courses
in massage and reflexology with no anatomy and
physiology knowledge and no in-class supervision
or formal external assessment. All of these courses
come with accreditation to CAM organisations that
do not recognise the national standards created
by the majority of the profession and insurance
companies are happy to offer insurance for
professional practice, even for online only courses.
The public is totally unaware of the situation
and we have seen a huge decline in the numbers
enrolling on proper courses that meet the required
standards because, “they take too long, are too
expensive and take too much effort”. So in the last

25 years, many of us feel we have taken 10 steps
forward and 6 steps back.
In a 2000 study, £640 million was spent by the
public on CAM (Market Assessment International
2000). Mills and Budd (2000) estimated there
to be 49,000 CAM practitioners at that time. In
2009, according to the BBC, this rose to 150,000
(Triggle, 2009) and although I cannot find any
2019 figures, it might be over 300,000 by now.
How many of these therapists belong to associations
that check qualifications, check annual professional
development and have registered with the CNHC?
That’s why the CHP continues to assure the public
that our members are all working at the highest
standards and for these reasons, we are highly
respected and still going strong after 25 years. n

i

For further information
please visit

www.

complementaryhealthprofessionals.co.uk
or contact the CHP by email at enquiries@
complementaryhealthprofessionals.co.uk.
This year’s CHP Annual Conference is in
London on 26th October 2019.
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NEW FRONTIERS
NEW FRONTIERS:

RESEARCH ROUND UP

A selection of the latest
scientific research worth
sharing with your clients…
US CIVIL WAR BATTLEFIELD NATURAL
THERAPIES COULD BE A SOURCE OF
NOVEL ANTIBIOTICS
Studies by scientists at Emory University suggest
that traditional plant-based remedies used to treat
soldiers’ wounds during the American Civil War
could combat multidrug-resistant bacteria.
The research was based on a guide to
medicinal plants and Native American medicine
used in the South East of the country, which
was commissioned by the Confederate Surgeon
General. The team looked at three plants - the
white oak (Quercus alba) and the tulip poplar
(Liriodendron tulipifera) and a woody shrub
known as the devil’s walking stick (Arala
spinosa), as they grew on campus.
The research team confirmed the antiseptic
properties of each of these species and showed
that they prevent growth of one or more of
the multidrug-resistant bacteria: Acinetobacter
baumannii, Staphylococcus aureus, and
Klebsiella pneumonia by inhibiting bio-film
formation and quorum sensing. This may not
directly kill the bacteria, but these approaches
can still have therapeutic value, the researchers
stated. “In the absence of new antibiotics,
multidrug-resistant infections may be treatable
by administering biofilm inhibitors or quorum
quenchers to increase the vulnerability of
bacteria to the immune system or conventional
antibiotics.”

clinically high range. The researchers examined
nationally representative data from more than
26,000 children and adolescents from ages 6
to 19.
While overall childhood cholesterol levels
were found to be on a favourable trend, perhaps
due to a decrease in transfats in foods, high
cholesterol remains the critical initiator of
atherosclerotic plaques in the arteries, and even
in childhood it is associated with these changes
in the blood vessels that can lead to heart attack
in adulthood. The US National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute recommends cholesterol
checks at ages 9-11 and 17-21. Ref: 10.1001/
jama.2019.4984

65% OF RIVERS CONTAIN ANTIBIOTICS
The first ever global study into the concentrations
of antibiotics found in some of the world’s rivers
discovered that some waterways exceed ‘safe’
levels by up to 300 times. Researchers based at
the University of York looked for 14 commonly
used antibiotics in rivers in 72 countries across
six continents and found antibiotics at 65% of the
sites monitored.
Metronidazole, which is used to treat bacterial
infections including skin and mouth infections,
exceeded safe levels by the biggest margin, with

concentrations at one site in Bangladesh 300
times greater than the ‘safe’ level.
In the River Thames and one of its tributaries
in London, the researchers detected a maximum
total antibiotic concentration of 233 nanograms
per litre (ng/l), whereas in Bangladesh the
concentration was 170 times higher.
The most prevalent antibiotic was
trimethoprim, which was detected at 307 of the
711 sites tested and is primarily used to treat
urinary tract infections. Ciproflaxacin, which is
used to treat a number of bacterial infections,
was the compound that most frequently exceeded
safe levels, surpassing the safety threshold in 51
places.
The findings were presented at the annual
meeting of the Society of Environmental
Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) in Helsinki.

ANXIETY MAY BE ALLEVIATED BY
ALTERING GUT BACTERIA
The journal General Psychiatry has suggested
that those who experience anxiety symptoms
might be helped by taking steps to regulate the
microorganisms in their gut using probiotic and
non-probiotic food and supplements. Ref: 10.
1136/gpsych-2019-100056.

n

A QUARTER OF US KIDS HAVE HIGH
CHOLESTEROL
High cholesterol is most commonly associated
with mid-life and beyond, but researchers
in Chicago have discovered that a quarter of
children in the USA have cholesterol levels in the
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WHAT’S NEW
IN HOLISTIC THERAPY?
The holistic business landscape is in a constant state of flux. We look at the latest trends
and developments that may impact on the industry and help you take advantage of
upcoming opportunities…
THERAPIST DEMOGRAPHICS ARE
WIDENING

the UK. Ages range from school leavers to those

both pull in the same direction but use different

approaching retirement and we’re seeing an

terminology. It’s about resolving conflict in

Historically, the majority of holistic therapists

influx of nurses and physios who are disillusioned

the inner mind, which is key to resolving any

have been women, often beginning a second

in their current working lives and wish to retrain

unfruitful habits, unwanted emotive reactions

career after having children, but now the sector

as acupuncturists, treating patients from a

and unproductive motivation whereby emotive

is attracting a much wider student demographic.

holistic basis and taking back control of

This can only be good news, as it helps us reach

their working lives”.

a wider audience and younger generations.
Some modalities, such as medical herbalism
have suffered a drop in practitioner numbers
because of course closures, while others, such
as homeopathy, have been hounded out of
the NHS, but these losses are being offset by
overall growth in the numbers of qualified holistic
therapists.
The latest government figures suggest that there
are around 55,000 people employed or selfemployed as, “therapists not elsewhere covered”,
but this is a broad classification with will
include counsellors, coaches and mental health
support providers alongside holistic therapists.
What’s clear is that the industry is growing and
that this growth is set to continue, drawing
in a wider practitioner demographic. In these
circumstances, it makes good business sense for
holistic therapists to invest in additional training
whether this be adding additional therapies,
undertaking advanced qualifications or honing
business skills as the market becomes more
competitive.
Northern College of Acupuncture Principal
Richard Blackwell agrees, saying, “When we
started thirty years ago, it was mainly middle
class, middle aged local students looking for a
career change. Now there’s a wider variety of
students, many of whom are from working class
backgrounds, some from ethnic minorities, and a
good number of Europeans who have settled in
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freedom will be the ultimate goal
for humankind and the key to
overcoming both physical and

SPIRIT IS GAINING
IMPORTANCE IN
WELLBEING

emotive suffering”.

HYBRID THERAPIES
ARE GROWING IN
POPULARITY

Some trends are difficult
to quantify, being
more about a feeling

New therapies are

than hard facts. One of

springing up which

these seems to be the
re-emergence of a desire
to reconnect with some form
of spiritual life. This is rarely
expressed as a direct interest in
religion, as mainstream church attendances

combine different
aspects of existing
therapies to offer something
novel. Many of these new ideas
spring from the continent or the
USA, and have are gaining popularity in the

continue to decline. 2018 figures show that more

UK. Sophrology, for example, has been practiced

than half the UK populations claims to have no

for over 50 years in France, and combines

religion, with just 14% of people affiliated to

Oriental philosophies and practices including

the Church of England and only 2% of younger

Yoga, Zen and Buddhist meditation with Western

people.

techniques such as relaxation, hypnosis,

Many holistic therapists offer services which

phenomenology and psychology in a structured

span body and spirit, offering angel card

method. At present, there are fewer than 20

readings, tarot or intuitive treatments. In the

sophrologists in the UK.

hypnotherapy field, pioneering analytical

Similarly, in the USA, there are now hour long

hypnotherapist and trainer, Jacquelyne Morison,

classes combining yoga, mindful meditation,

shared the latest developments, noting, “I think

massage and acupuncture. Packaged services

the metaphysical side is growing gradually and

combining physical treatments such as massage,

becoming less off-the-wall when applied in

reflexology or aromatherapy with mindfulness,

the therapeutic context rather than as a means

meditation or hypnotherapy offer a deeper

of communing with spirits and hoping to fix

client experience. HTM columnist Donna Booth

ailments that way.

concurs, “People are looking for package

“Metaphysical healing philosophy is really a

treatments rather than a single therapy. Rather

mirror image of psychotherapeutic intervention –

than simply dealing with one aspect – the body,
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the mind or the spirit, people are increasing

NLP coaching. Another new therapy worth

such as acupuncture or Reiki. Ayurveda is growing

valuing an integrated approach. For example,

noting is ANF Therapy, which is new to the UK,

in popularity and therapies with connections to

my life coaching practice does all the CBT / NLP

but widely used throughout Europe, the US and

the traditional medicines of the Amazon basin,

/ coaching based practice you’d expect to see,

Australasia. ANF treatment involves

but also includes aromatherapy, crystal therapy

manual therapy, working with

and card reading. Another really popular therapy

frequencies within the nervous

combines energy healing, massage, an organic

system and using ANF discs,

facial and a crystal and card reading. People

in order to reduce pain and

want to come a bit longer and have more of a

inflammation.

The focus of attention
when it comes to holistic
treatments is becoming
more global, rather than
simply drawing on Chinese
or Japanese traditions such
as acupuncture or Reiki.

and ceremonies such as
Kambo are also gaining a
foothold. There’s also
a raft of incoming
European therapies
such as DCZ and

tailored whole-being experience than a standard
therapy”.

such as Arvigo, shamanistic work,

SOUND THERAPIES
RE-EMERGE
Sound therapies, such
as gong-baths, working
with tuning forks, drumming
circles and singing have all
re-emerged in the past couple
of years and seem set to maintain

Sophrology, which
draw on eastern
philosophies and
techniques, but adapt
these to the needs of
western society.
Our expectation is that people
will be interested in moderated

popularity, not least because they sit firmly on

authenticity – therapies which offer a real

the trend for experience-based therapies and

experience and offer the benefits of such practices

offer the possibility of communal treatment.

but stripped of onerous requirements such as the
need to pray at four in the morning. Lesser known

Other hybrid developments include a non-sexual

LOOKING FURTHER THAN THE EAST

forms or niche forms of traditional medicine,

reinvention of Tantra, drawing on traditional

The focus of attention when it comes to holistic

such as those of Tibet, India’s Unani and Siddha,

Indian practices and simultaneous treatments

treatments is becoming more global, rather than

Central and South America and smaller Asian

such as HypnoMassage, offered by InsideOut

simply drawing on Chinese or Japanese traditions

countries will become more widespread.
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EXPERIENCE BECOMES A CORE
SELLING POINT

formats in the herb and food supplement sector,

at premium price points, this could present

with hydrobotanicals and herb powders which

a danger to those offering relatively common

People, particularly those under thirty, are

can be used in a multitude of ways coming into

therapies, without the ability to offer significantly

increasingly spending their disposable income

the UK market

better treatments or niche services.

on experiences rather than material objects.

of entertainment is now streamed, while online

BEAUTY AND
WELLBEING ARE A
NATURAL FIT

shopping is the norm. This, combined with the

After watching massage

Consumers are

commoditisation offered by franchises, means

services being

increasingly looking for

that holistic therapists need to recognise that

incorporated in many

a more concentrated

their services have to offer added value in the

beauty salons, there’s

approach to health and

way of an experience that can be talked about

movement towards

wellbeing, essentially

and shared. Think about how you can add a

a merger of beauty,

ritual element or an unusual aspect to your core

aesthetics and natural

treatments and how to use your own social

holistic treatments. Cosmetic

media to promote this aspect of your business.

acupuncture is becoming

Much of what was previously a material
purchase, whether music, film or other forms

increasingly popular, and, similarly,

HEALTH AND
WELLNESS TOURISM
SET TO GROW

looking to combine a
week or two of health
improvements with a
holiday, to arrive home not only
refreshed, but having kick-started

LITTLE INNOVATION IN EQUIPMENT

Dien Chan Zone facial reflexology, combines the

lifestyle changes. Wellness tourism involves

One area of holistic treatment which is not seeing

traditional benefits of reflexology with the added

travel with the aim of facilitating well-being and

much change is that of new equipment. Most

advantage of relaxing the muscles in the face, so

good health through psychological, spiritual,

equipment, from therapy couches to support

reducing lines. HTM columnist Jane Sheehan,

or physical activities, as such it differs from

cushions and hand-saving massage tools are

who is a qualified DCZ practitioner, notes a surge

medical tourism which involves private surgery,

evolving, rather than breaking new ground.

in demand, adding that, “the aromatherapy oils

dentistry or plastic surgery in lower cost-base

Massage guns are increasingly seeing use in

used to help the tool glide over the skin also

countries combined with recuperation in upscale

physio and sports rehabilitation in the USA, with

feeds the skin, so that with the combined effect

facilities. The market can be segmented beauty

several brands now being available in the UK

of the relaxation and the nutrients, the client

and anti-aging, health and nutrition, fitness and

market. Essentially, massage guns are a ramped

can look fresher, younger and more vital. The

weight management, preventive and personalised

up form of percussion massager delivering over

advantage over botox is that it is cheaper, and

medicine, complementary and alternative

3000 percussions per minute. No specialist

won’t negatively impact the immune system over

therapies, spa holidays and retreats.

training or qualifications are needed to use one.

time”.

The market for UK wellness tourism is limited by

In aromatherapy, leading researcher Elizabeth

Additionally, the concept of beauty from within

both the weather and comparatively expensive

Ashley, anticipates that there will be a move

seems to be finding favour amongst consumers

hotel and spa facilities compared with overseas

towards supercritical CO2 extraction in place

according to Mintel which notes that reveals that

locations. Retreats are becoming increasingly

of distillation. In this extraction technique, the

28% of vitamins, minerals and supplements

popular, particularly over a single day or a long

plant matter is forced under high pressure, so

(VMS) users are taking them to improve their

weekend, but clients expect a combination of

many more molecules, including larger, denser

appearance including hair, skin and nails. While

an outstanding venue, natural setting and a

molecules are included in the resulting essential

VMS consumption for appearance is low, it

good selection of treatments and activities. HTM

oil. Elizabeth noted, “They smell far closer to

seems beauty could be at the heart of market

columnist Donna Booth notes, “I’m seeing both

the plant and in many cases are more potent

growth.

day and residential becoming more popular.
Rather than a beauty-centred packaged spa

because they have a wider variety of molecules

experience, people are looking for retreats which

topical application because we now understand

FRANCHISING AND ONLINE
PLATFORMS MAY DRIVE DOWN PRICES
IN A COMMODITISED SECTOR

how fast a molecule can affect a thought, then

Thanks to huge franchising operations

value retreats that include digital detoxing and

affect the messages that go from the mind to

like Massage Envy in the USA, and online

a period of silence”. Family retreats, including

the physical body. It’s a safer and more effective

therapist booking apps which encourage price

mother-daughter retreats and couples retreats are

way to heal. Lastly, I think people will begin to

competition, therapists in the USA are witnessing

also a growing niche in the UK market.

do more blends than they have been, as people

growth in job numbers, but a significant

start to move over to inhalation”.

reduction in wages. While franchising is still in its

We are also seeing some innovation in product

infancy in the UK, and current franchises operate

in the synergy of the chemistry. There’s also a
definite shift towards inhalation as important over
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are more based around yoga, mindfulness,
crafting and spending time in nature. People now

A RETURN TO NATURE: SOCIAL
PRESCRIBING SHOULD IMPROVE THE

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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STANDING OF THE HOLISTIC SECTOR
Recent studies have shown that simply being in nature
for as little as two hours a week massively increases
both mental and physical wellbeing. The effects are
so marked that the NHS is conducting pilot studies in
social prescribing which involve connecting patients
with organisations and activities to improve health,
rather than prescribing pharmaceutical drugs to mask
the symptoms associated with many conditions.
HTM columnist Jane Sheehan recently discussed this
with two pioneering GPs who told her, ‘If a person’s
real problem stemmed from feeling isolated and
alone, they were offered a place in our gardening
club or walking group. All the groups they set up
were centred on their café at the GP practice. The
gardening club grows things for the café to sell. The
money from the café gets ploughed back into funding
some of the projects. Having discussed their scheme
at the Houses of Parliament, they now hope that all
GP practices will offer social prescribing and that they
see a role for holistic therapists to play in this”.
This move towards nature is also the focus of growing
demand from clients, as Donna Booth explained, “I’m
seeing a real shift towards nature based work – flower
essences, elemental therapy, forest bathing, earthing,
and herbalism. People are looking for a simpler, less
hectic and more connected way of living. It’s about
experiences rather than consumption. I see it as a
return to real old school UK practice in a way”.
The move towards social prescribing begins to
acknowledge the mind-body connection in health
and may indicate a shift towards a more inclusive,
integrated approach to healthcare. For example, in
the private healthcare system of the USA, 68% of
healthcare organisations have adopted or plan to
adopt a clinical aromatherapy program according to
a new study from WBR Insights. 66% of medical
organisations who use clinical aromatherapy
report positive or highly positive results. “Medical
professionals are embracing holistic treatment
methods due to their relatively low barrier of entry and
success, particularly for treating common issues that
negatively impact a patient’s overall care experience,”
said Chris Rand of WBR Insights. “We were blown
away by the overwhelmingly positive professional
feedback about aromatherapy.”
Growing acceptance by mainstream medical providers,
new therapies and access to a wider client pool all
mean a positive outlook for holistic therapists who
realise how the market is changing and who can adapt
to take advantage of this. n
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Runner’s
TECHNIQUE:

KNEE

Dawn Morse, of sports and remedial massage training
providers Core Elements, shares her approach to
Runner’s knee…

F

OR sports and remedial massage
practitioners, summer brings a steady
stream of clients hobbling to our doors.
The London Marathon, Wimbledon
and the Tour de France inspire armchair athletes,
resulting in an increase in sports related injuries.
One the commonest injuries is Runners Knee,
or ilio-tibial band syndrome, which is a common
condition amongst triathletes, runners and
cyclists.

SYMPTOMS AND CAUSE OF ILIOTIBIAL
BAND SYNDROME
This condition usually presents as localised
lateral knee pain which is aggravated by activity
such as cycling and running downhill.
The pain associated with Iliotibial band
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syndrome often starts in the same position on
the lateral side of the knee. As training continues,
the pain can start earlier and continue for longer
afterwards, Sometimes pain can present as far
up as the hip or downward towards the fibula or
lateral shin region.
Pain and its location is the key symptom,
although visible swelling may also be present,
with tenderness to touch and compression. Pain
when walking downstairs is common. Look for
significant tenderness on palpation of the lateral
epicondyle of the femur. This condition is caused
by excessive friction between the Iliotibial band
the lateral epicondyle when the knee is flexed at
around 30 degrees.
Localised swelling may be linked to friction, or
injury to the bursa between the Ilio-tibial band

and the lateral epicondyle. This bursa is designed
to prevent friction, but can become impinged
or inflamed due to repetitive motion, creating
additional pain.
Although Ilio-tibial band syndrome is usually
cause by an increase in physical activity, it can
also be linked to exaggerated foot pronation,
tibial rotation at the joint and excessive tightness
within the Ilio-tibial band.

INJURY ASSESSMENT
Palpation, pain questioning, observation and
running gait are all useful for identifying this
condition, along with the Obers test.
The Obers test is used to evaluate a tight,
contracted or inflamed Tensor Fasciae Latae
(TFL) which runs into the ilio-tibial band. Instead
of having its own tendon for muscle attachment,
the TFL (along with the Gluteus Maximus)
runs into the Ilio-tibial band for insertion to the
skeleton.
METHOD 1: The client is side lying close to the
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edge of the treatment couch with hip and knee
flexed in a 90-degree angle.
Therapist stands behind the patient and
stabilises the client’s pelvis with one hand.
The other hand holds the medial aspect of the
client’s affected knee and places the affected
knee in a 5 degree flexion angle, then fully
abducts the leg to be tested.
Gravity is then used to adduct the affected leg
(without rotating) until the hip cannot adduct any
further.
If there is tension within the TFL and
associated Iliotibial band the affected leg will stay
in an abducted position and will not lower.
METHOD 2: The client is positioned on the side
of the unaffected leg with the unaffected hip in
neutral position and the knee in full extension.
The same procedure is then followed. Once
Iliotibial band syndrome has been identified or
suspected, treatment should focus on reducing
the symptoms such as pain along with the cause,
which may be linked to muscle imbalance.

TREATING ILIOTIBIAL BAND SYNDROME

Rest and active rest
Advising rest from sport or exercise
programmes while symptoms cause pain will
allow the condition time to heal. Active rest
can also be advised, where clients reduce
activities that are hip focused, such as running
and cycling and switch to upper body exercise,
such as swimming with a float between the
legs, using an arm bike or using a rowing
machine, but only completing upper body
movement.

Sports or deep tissue
massage can be used
to reduce tension in the
associated muscles of the
Ilio-tibial band.
Self-treatment

holistictherapistmagazine.com

Strengthening exercises
It’s important that the client stretches and
strengthens the associated muscles linked to Iliotibial band syndrome. This helps to address preexisting muscle imbalances or those resulting from
the condition. Clients should do each exercise
once, gradually building up
to three sets of each
exercise and 15 – 25
repetitions.
Exercises and
stretches should
be performed
on both sides
of the body.
The Clam,
Side Leg Raise,
Bridge/Hip Thrust,
Side Shuffle and
Pistol Squat are all
recommended. n

The client can use a myofascial release ball to
help reduce tension in the muscles around the
hip. Using the palm, the client can roll the ball
with a firm pressure over the muscles at the

Massage techniques
Sports or deep tissue massage can be used to
reduce tension in the associated muscles of
the Ilio-tibial band. Soft tissue release, active
movement and manual compressions should
focus on treating the associated muscle and
surrounding area, including the Tensor Fascia
Latae, and Gluteus Maximus paying particular
attention to the origin and points of interaction
with the Ilio-tibial band. Treatment should also
cover the quadriceps, adductors and hamstrings
muscle groups, along with the gluteus medius
and minimus. Dry cupping can be useful for
applying to the hamstrings and quadriceps
when working on the glutes, as this allows you
to be time efficient and can help to reduce pretension, when followed up with manual massage
techniques.
If treatment time and pain levels allow,
massage should also cover the iliotibial band
itself with focus to the insertion point to reduce
the level of friction being produced around the
lateral aspect of the knee.
Closing the treatment with passive or PNF
(proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation)
stretching, can help address muscle memory and
function, whilst improving range of motion at the
hip joint.

BUSINESS

front of the hip, such as the Tensor Fasciae Latae
and quadriceps, to the side of the hip, down the
Iliotibial band and over the gluteal muscles.

i

Dawn Morse a sports science and
therapy lecturer and the founder

of Core Elements Training, which offers
accredited qualifications and short courses.
These include Sports and Remedial

Stretching

massage therapy, Clinical Therapy and CPD

Stretches help to maintain muscle function and

courses in Dry Needling, Myofascial Dry

length and reduce muscle tension between
treatment sessions. These should be done two

Cupping, Manual Therapy, Electrotherapy

to three times daily, repeating each stretch 2-3

and Rehabilitation. Find out more at

times and for 30 to 60 seconds.

www.coreelements.uk.com.

Low lunge with the chest lifted

To help stretch out the rectus femoris,
iliopsoas and the tensor fasciae latae

Lying glute stretch

To help reduce tension in the gluteus maximus

Seated adductor stretch

To help lengthen the adductor muscle group

Piriformis and lateral glute stretch

To help stretch out the external hip rotators.

Hamstring stretch

To help lengthen and reduce tension in the
hamstrings muscle group.

Standing Ilio-tibial band stretch

To stretch out the tensor fasciae latae
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x
Editor’s Fi

Alison explores her
ancestry and health using
23&Me.com’s testing
service…

T

HERE are few things as fascinating
as discovering more about ourselves.
That’s the fundamental appeal of using
commercial genetic testing services.

For some, it’s about discovering more about where
they came from and for others, it’s about looking
into their future health probabilities.
23andMe offers a choice of just getting an
ancestry report, or adding on a health report,
which looks at genetic variants and pre-dispositions
for a considerable range of diseases. This
appealed, because I see health as individual and
holistic rather than allopathic. I’d rather
put preventative measures in place
now than take a handful of pills
three times a day when I’m
104.
My father had a
combination of Parkinson’s
disease and dementia with
Lewy bodies, which left him
hollowed out, barely inhabiting
a shell for the last few years of

23andMe

Genetics for a
healthier future
before you could access certain results, such as

M&Ms. Instead I’m 86% British and Irish, 7%

genetic markers for breast cancer. Perhaps this

generic North West European and 5.2% French

creates a little concern, but it also allays fears in

and German. That’s roughly a mysterious great-

the event of a marker being present. Even where

grandparent’s worth of continental charm! I’m

certain genetic markers are found, this does not

feeling rather more cosmopolitan and stylish as a

necessarily raise the risk of a disease. Nor does

result. You can, if you desire, link up with genetic

their absence offer any guarantees, a fact that

relatives in the 23andMe database.

should be obvious when we realise how much of
our health is predicated on lifestyle choices.
I checked my ancestry results first. The

My health reports proved enlightening. I was
relieved to have no genetic markers for breast
cancer, Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s. In fact, I only

company responsibly explain that genetic ancestry

had three positive gene variants associated with

can be tricky. Around one in ten people discover

diseases. In two cases – AMD and Hereditary

their biological father is not the man they believed

Hemochromatosis - the variants detected don’t

him to be, which can cause considerable family

increase my risk. However, I may be more prone to

strife and mental wellbeing issues. Some
families and marriages have been
broken apart thanks to a small
vial of saliva.
In my case – rather
thrillingly - I’m slightly

Type II Diabetes, so the Peanut M&Ms will have to
go in favour of blueberries.
The 23andMe kit for both ancestry and health
costs £149, but there are often seasonal offers. I
think it’s both fascinating and a great investment in
your health. n

more exotic than
expected. I had
anticipated being
about 99% Scottish

i

Please visit

https://www.23andme.

com/en-gb/ for further information.

peasant and 1% Peanut

his life. I realise that many people
would rather not know if they might
be more likely to suffer from such an illness,
but personally, I’d prefer to have the information
so I can mitigate against such problems. Both
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s have genetic markers.
When the kit arrives, there’s very little to do
except repeatedly spitting into a plastic tube,
adding a chemical and popping the kit back in the
post. You can also fill in a number of health and
ancestry reports online. Then you need to sit back
for three weeks or so and wait for your reports.
When your results are ready, you have access
to a great many reports, as well as your raw data. I
was impressed that you had to take a short tutorial
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES


Power Diary is an online practice management system that is affordable, easy-to-use and suitable for
through to .

F E AT U RE S

Works on
any device

Trusted by

26 400+

01

Appointment Diary

06

Client Database

02

Invoices & Receipts

07

eNotes & File Uploads

03

Marketing & Newsletters

08

Financial & Client Reports

04

Health Fund Compliant

09

Online Client Bookings

05

Auto Text & Email Reminders

10

Integrates with Xero, Google Cal, MailChimp
& Stripe for Credit Card Payments!

Happy Users!

from

£4

per week
with offer: 50% off
for 6 months

    

Try For Free
No Credit Card Required!

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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de Gregorio
From a Sicilian childhood to New York and

London’s financial sector, Alessandra de
Gregorio returned to her roots when she
creating Terre Verdi, her organic
skincare range…

was born in Sicily where my childhood was
split between the island’s capital city and
my family’s organic farm. Nature is one of
the best things that a child can experience,
a window of relaxation, peace, and tranquillity
that you don’t get in the city. I loved grapepicking, pistachio-cracking, and star-gazing.
When you do something repetitively in nature
and your mind can wander off while you do it,
that’s when you can find peace.
I studied mathematics and finance in New York
and worked in London’s financial sector for almost
a decade. My love for natural and organic products
grew to the point that I decided to make a career
switch, so I founded Terre Verdi after the birth of my
children.
From the beginning the Terre Verdi range has
been ethically-made, organic and 100% natural. The

research and development stages
were tough, and they became
tougher in order to achieve the
organic certification in 2015. I
then decided to create a 100%
natural and certified organic
water-based product. That
process alone took two years
to achieve. At the same time, we certified the
range cruelty-free and switched to making 100%
vegan products. I’ve always strived to offer the
freshest, natural and most effective products.
Starting the business was a learning curve for me.
Part of Terre Verdi’s ethos is to really listen to our
customers and we also strive to educate consumers
on greenwashing practices. I am very happy where
we are now, our customers believe in our products,
they enjoy using them and prices are affordable.

We’ve just redesigned our packaging because of
our concerns over plastics. I wanted a clean look
that emphasised our heritage, our beliefs,
and to have a look and feel that matches
the eco-luxe products that we create.
This took a few iterations using a team
of designers and feedback from business
partners, customers and the support of my
family.
The business has faced many challenges.
One of the biggest was when I wanted
to create a COSMOS certified organic and
100% natural face moisturiser. COSMOS is
the European organic certifying body recognised in
the UK by the Soil Association. Most moisturisers
available on the market are full of synthetic
ingredients. I was looking to use specific ingredients
that are COSMOS approved but could not find them
anywhere. It took months of research to find those
ingredients, but they could only be bought in large
quantities. We partnered with other brands that
were facing similar problems so we could access
the ingredients we wanted.
It took two years from development to market,
but I can now proudly say that our NeroliPom
Moisturiser is the first water-based face moisturiser
made in UK to be certified organic with COSMOS
by the Soil Association.
Above all, I’ve learned not to give up and to
be true to myself, to my beliefs, and to make the
most of what I do. It has also taught me to treat
this planet and its inhabitants with respect, and
to teach the same to my children and anyone else
who is willing to listen. n

i

Find out more about Alessandra and
her business at

www.terreverdi.

com Holistic Therapist readers can use code
HT20 for a special 20% discount on a first
order and shipping is free in the UK on orders
over £30.
holistictherapistmagazine.com
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Recipes

Go for

GREEN

A selection of healthy summer recipes from Elly Pear’s
new collection of veggie and vegan meals for no-fuss
weeknights and relaxed weekends…
SUMMER VEGETABLE
UDON NOODLES
Serves 2
Ingredients Vegetable or olive oil, for stir-frying
1 courgette, halved lengthways and
sliced
½ small onion, cut
into fine wedges
3 spring onions, white
and green parts
divided and sliced
½ red pepper, sliced
1 handful of finely sliced
red cabbage
1 x 200g tin of sweetcorn
1 large handful of baby
leaf spinach
1 garlic clove, peeled and
thinly sliced
2cm piece fresh root ginger,
peeled and grated
400g pre-cooked udon noodles
2 tbsp dark soy sauce
50ml boiling water plus ½ tsp cornflour,
stirred until smooth
2 tbsp rice wine vinegar
2 tsp sriracha hot sauce
Heat 1 tablespoon of oil in a
wok over a medium heat. Add the
courgette slices and onion and cook
for 3 minutes. Next, add the white
parts of the spring onions and the
red pepper and cook for a further 2
minutes. Add the red cabbage and
cook for another 2 minutes or until
slightly wilted. Stir in the sweetcorn
and spinach then push everything to
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the edges of the wok.
Add the garlic and ginger to
the middle of the pan. Drizzle over
another 1 teaspoon of oil and cook or
a further 1 minute, stirring continually.
Meanwhile, boil the kettle.
Place the noodles in
a colander and pour
over boiling water
to separate them.
Add the soy sauce,
cornflour mixture,
rice wine vinegar
and sriracha to the
pan. Toss everything
together and cook
for another 1–2
minutes. Add the
noodles and stir
to combine. Serve
topped with the spring onion greens.

SPINACH, SQUASH
AND SWEET POTATO
DHAL 8-10 PORTIONS,
CAN BE FROZEN
Serves 4
Ingredients
4 tbsp oil (vegetable, sunflower, olive or
coconut)
2 medium onions, peeled and finely
diced
3 garlic cloves, peeled and grated or
finely chopped
5cm piece of fresh root ginger (approx.

30g), peeled and grated or finely
chopped
2 tbsp garam masala
1–2 tsp chilli flakes, to taste
½ tsp ground turmeric
2 tbsp black mustard seeds
500g red lentils, rinsed well
1 small bunch of fresh coriander, leaves
and stalks separated
1 tbsp nigella seeds
600g diced sweet potato and
butternut squash (widely available
already mixed)
4 tsp vegetable bouillon powder
1.5 litres boiling water
1 x 400g tin of coconut milk
250g baby leaf spinach
Flaked sea salt and freshly ground
black pepper
Juice of ½ lemon
Heat the oil in a large pan over a
medium–low heat. Add the onions,
garlic and ginger with a big pinch of
sea salt. Cook for 10 minutes, stirring,
until the onion has softened. Add the
garam masala, chilli flakes, turmeric
and mustard seeds, stir thoroughly
and then add the lentils. Finely chop
the coriander stalks and add to the
pan with the nigella seeds and diced
sweet potato and squash. Mix well.
Dissolve the bouillon powder in 1.5
litres of boiling water. Add the stock
the pan and bring to the boil. Lower
the heat and simmer for 30 minutes,
stirring frequently and deeply to avoid
sticking. The lentils and squash should
be tender and retain no bite. Add the
coconut milk and spinach, then stir
well for two minutes, remove from the
heat and season.
Freezing guidelines: Divide the
dhal between individual freezer-safe
containers. Leave to cool completely
with lids off then seal, label and freeze.
It will keep for up to 3 months.
Reheating guidelines: Defrost in the
fridge. Once fully thawed, tip the dhal
into a pan and gently heat, stirring
regularly, until piping hot. To cook from
frozen, tip the dhal into a pan, cover
with a lid and place over a low heat to
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thaw. Increase the heat to cook.

C&S PAKORA
Serves 2
Ingredients
2 portions of
Spinach, Squash
and Sweet Potato
Dhal, defrosted if
frozen
½ small
cauliflower,
broken into
very small
florets
1 generous
handful of baby leaf
spinach, torn
1 tbsp chopped coriander
Oil, for deep-frying
For The Batter
150g gram (chickpea) flour
2 tsp garam masala
½ tsp mild chilli flakes
½ tsp ground turmeric
½ tsp baking powder
½ tsp flaked sea salt
170ml fizzy water
To Serve
½ lemon
1 tsp nigella seeds
2 tbsp yoghurt (regular or coconut)

veg and herbs are thoroughly coated
with batter.
Pour enough oil into a large highsided saucepan to fill it one-third full or
at least 10cm deep. Heat the oil to
180°C. Alternatively,
a drop of batter will
brown in 45 seconds
when the oil is at the
correct temperature.
Take a small spoonful
of the pakora mixture and
gently drop it into the hot
oil. Keep the spoon close
to the surface of the oil
and be careful not to splash
yourself with hot oil. Fry just a
few spoonfuls at a time and
don’t overcrowd the pan. The
pakoras are done when the batter is
puffed up and they’re golden brown all
over. This will take about 3–4 minutes.
Finish the dhal with a good squeeze of
lemon juice, a sprinkle of nigella seeds,
a dollop of yoghurt and some fresh
coriander leaves.
Remove the pakoras from the hot oil
with a slotted spoon, drain on kitchen
paper and sprinkle with flaked sea salt,
which helps to keep them crisp.
Serve the pakora immediately
alongside the dhal. Add some naan or
cooked short-grain brown rice, if you’re
really hungry.

Coriander leaves
Naan or cooked short-grain brown
rice (optional)
To make the batter, combine the
flour, spices, baking powder and salt
in a bowl. While beating well with a
balloon whisk, slowly pour in the fizzy
water until you have a thick batter
the consistency of pouring custard.
Add a little more water, if needed.
Heat up the Spinach, Squash
and Sweet Potato Dhal and keep
warm while you make the pakora.
To make the pakora, fold the
cauliflower, spinach and coriander
into the batter. Make sure all the
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4 tbsp almond flakes, toasted lightly in
a dry pan
Preheat the oven to 180°C
fan/200°C/400°F/Gas mark 6.
Mix together the flour, ground
almonds, baking powder and salt in a
bowl. In a separate bowl, cream the
butter and sugar together, then beat
in the eggs, one at a time, adding
a tablespoon of the dry ingredients
along with each egg.
Fold through the remaining dry
ingredients and then mix in the lemon
zest and juice.
Grease a 25cm loose-bottomed
cake tin. Pour the cake mixture into the
prepared tin and bake in the centre of
the oven for 25 minutes. The top of the
cake should be light golden brown and
a toothpick inserted into the centre
should come out clean.
Remove the cake from the oven
and leave to cool completely in the
tin. Once cool, remove the cake from
the tin, spread the jam over the top,
sprinkle with almond flakes and serve.
This cake will keep well for 2–3 days
when stored in an airtight tin, sealed,
and kept in a cool, dry place.

i

Ellie is the founder of
Bristol’s Pear Café, a

ALMOND, LEMON AND
RASPBERRY JAM CAKE

Sunday Times bestselling cookery

Serves 8

on all things delicious. Recipes

Ingredients
140g plain flour
125g ground almonds
2 tsp baking powder
½ tsp salt
225g salted butter,
softened
200g caster sugar
3 eggs

author, cookery tutor and authority

extracted from
Green by Elly Pear
(Curshen), published
by Ebury Press,
£22.00. Image
credit: Martin
Poole.

Zest and juice of 1 lemon
2 tbsp raspberry jam
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Spirit

First steps in developing
YOUR SPIRITUAL NATURE

If we want to develop our
minds, or bodies, there
are a host of options
available, but developing
your spiritual nature
can seem bewildering.
Sarah Williams offers a
starting point...

I

T is said that the early astronauts went
out into space as scientists and returned
spiritualists. What could have enabled
this shift in their perspective? Seeing
our beautiful blue planet from another angle?
Noticing that there are no lines of separation
drawn at the so called borders and that we are
all simply common passengers on mothership
Earth?
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I feel that we all have a spiritual side to us, which
is sometimes asleep. Our minds and bodies are
consciously developed from birth, but our spirits
remain dormant. It’s usually takes some form of
trauma or perhaps a kundalini rising experience
to awaken them.
My personal wakeup call was reading a
book called The Celestine Prophecy in the
mid-nineties. This reminded me that we are all
made of vibrational molecules of energy and that
there is a bigger picture other than that which is
obvious to the human eyes.
As vibrational beings, made up of atoms and
particles, we feel and sense energy. We know
if there is conflict in a room or joy, for instance.
The impact of the electromagnetic fields of the
heart are entirely measurable and reach far
beyond the physical body.
Like Russian nesting dolls, our physical body
is inside an emotional (feeling) field, which lies
inside another field of mental thoughts and all
are encompassed within a spiritual field. We
can think of this as having four bodies in four
densities.
Receiving a treatment like shiatsu,
Reiki or a similar healing, practicing
yoga, meditation, Tai Chi or
Qigong may enhance your
receptivity and awareness
of these four energy
bodies.
It often takes a
big impact on one
of these to wake
us up to feeling
them. This
is usually a
life changing
experience
causing us to
view things
from an
entirely new
perspective,
such as a

divorce, relationship break up, serious illness or
loss.
My personal recommendations for those
starting to develop their spiritual side would be
the Spiritual Warrior books by Dan Millman,
also Shaman in Stilettos by Anna Hunt. Authors
worth reading include Greg Brayden, Bruce
Lipton, Dolores Canon, Masuro Emoto, Drunvelo
Melchizedek, and Alberto Villodo. On YouTube,
check out Jordan River’s Spirit Science and
watch the film The Men Who Stare At Goats,
based on a true story. Zero Limits, by Hew
Len and Joe Vitali, is all about Ho’opopono, an
ancient Hawaiian healing technique.
Try a sound based experience, like a gong
bath, or colour therapy, crystal therapy, chakra
dance or drumming. We are all unique in what
stimulates us.
One of the difficulties many people encounter
when starting to develop their spiritual side, is
that the options available seem too numerous
and overly esoteric. So many people are over
complicating the spiritual journey with different
titles like many differing types of healing and reiki
and shamanic, angelic guides ascended masters
etc. These are all tools. There is just one simple
truth which is this...
We are all connected, what we give out
we get back. It’s all about unconditional love,
forgiveness and kindness to all that lives. No
more no less. n

i

SARAH WILLIAMS is an
experienced aromatherapist,

masseuse, healing expert/intuitive, interdimensional teacher and time/lightweaver.
She offers Raise your Vibration workshops,
and shares the rites of Munay Ki. Find out
more about Sarah and her workshops at
www.organic-aromatherapy.co.uk.
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Vegfest

VEGFEST UK LONDON:

Helping you access the

vegan
market

This autumn sees the 7th Vegfest UK London take
place in October. It’s definitely worth a place in your
diary. Whether you choose to exhibit or just visit, you’ll
come away equipped with everything you need to make
the most of the opportunities offered by the UK’s fastest
growing lifestyle sector…

YOU & YOUR HEALTH

Vegfest UK London: the show
The most effective way to find out what’s available
in the market in one visit is to visit a dedicated
exhibition and show. Vegfest London is the UK’s
flagship vegan event. 2019 marks the

show’s 7th year and is set to be the biggest ever.
Vegfest returns to Olympia West and Central Levels 1
– 3 on October 26th to 27th 2019, with around 350
stalls including many new vegan brands, 25 featured

Understanding the market for
vegan holistic therapies

noted a 39% increase in searches for ‘vegan
fashion’ and ‘vegan clothes’ from 2017 to 2018.

Veganism is huge. It’s more than a fad or

A plethora of statistics from the beauty sector

a trend, but represents an entire lifestyle.

suggest that vegan beauty, health and wellbeing

Demand for meat-free food rose almost

is a trend that’s here to stay. Vegan facial skincare

990% in 2017 with more vegan food

launches almost tripled between 2013 and 2018,

products being launched in the UK than

rising from 13% of all launches in 2014 to 28%

any other country. The number of vegans

in 2018. Superdrug’s own brand vegan cosmetics

quadrupled between 2014 and 2019

saw a 750% sale increase in January 2019 and

according to an Ipsos Mori survey. Add in

Boots.com reported a 56% increase in vegan-

vegetarians and meat-reducers such as

related searches in 2019.

flexitarians and this equates to just under

The sale of vegan prestige beauty products in the

half the UK population. Even McDonalds and

UK reported an increase of 38% in the 12-month

Greggs now offer vegan food and veganism

period to the end of January 2018.

continues to become ever more popular with
half of all vegans in 2018 having been so for
under a year.

areas and around 150 speakers all under one roof.
The Natural Therapy Zone and Holistic Health
Hub will both be of particular interest. The Natural
Therapy Zone features around 50 stalls, 3 lecture
areas, and exhibitors include therapists, massage,
training providers, CBD, yoga, and related products
and services. There will be talks from expert
speakers such as Tierra Burrell, Doula and lifestyle
brand consultant, Safiyya Abdulla of Bethink
Coaching, recipe developer Maria Koutsogiannis, Vic
Wood the clean beauty expert, sustainable business
coach Kate Strong, Charles Roswess of Ankh Rah
supplements and Blue O’Connor founder of men’s
grooming company Kings. Better yet, there will be
plenty of opportunities to sample the latest products
and pick up ideas for incorporating vegan therapies
into your own practice.

Veganism is not merely about diet,
however and there is a growing demand
for vegan beauty products and holistic
treatments. It’s very much an entire adoption
of a healthier lifestyle encompassing mind,
body and spirit. In a recent survey, 56% of
Brits said they had adopted vegan buying

i

For more details of everything
that’s happening at Vegfest

London, please visit

https://london.

vegfest.co.uk/. You can also find more

behaviours such as buying vegan products

information on other vegan events such

and checking if their toiletries are cruelty-free.

as Plant Powered Expo in February

Hitwise, which monitors online search trends
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2020 at

www.vegfest.co.uk.
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essential oils

for the summer months
Green herbs and blossoming botanicals are the scents of summer;
aromas that are uplifting, invigorating and refreshing. Summer
scents inspire us to inhale, activate and express vitality and
optimism as we embrace this lively season.
SOiL Organic Aromatherapy was born from a passion to bring
the health and balancing benefits of essential oils to homes and
families across the globe. The fertile soils and high rainfall of
the family farm in Zululand, South Africa, combined with the
rich local heritage of therapeutic plants formed the perfect
foundation from which to develop and refine their oils.
From their small agricultural project, the brand has been built
by a dynamic husband and wife team into an internationally
recognised organic brand, known for its integrity, purity and
traceability of all their products.
There are a variety of ways to use essential oils in your Summer
routines, from the cooling tones of Peppermint, Rose Geranium
or Spearmint to relaxing and calming oils such as Lavender,
Marjoram or Cedarwood for travel. Essential oils are a tonic to
alleviate the stress of our frantic and busy lifestyles, so you can
better enjoy a restorative holiday.
SOiL’s main crop on their farm is Organic Tea
Tree (Melaleuca Alternifolia) Oil and is one of
their most popular oils all year round.
For summer, Tea Tree is great as an insect
repellent as well as to soothe and help
with insect bites,heat rashes, athletes’ foot
and other ailments of the season. SOiL’s
tea tree plantations enjoy the benefits of a
warm tropical climate and rich, fertile soil.
Certified organic by a an independent 3rd
party; ECOCERT, SOiL Tea Tree oil is also sent
to a 3rd party laboratory for GC/MS testing
to ensure the 1.8 cineol and terpinene levels
comply with international and therapeutic
standards.
For SOiL, Organic is not just a farming method, but a way of life.
As part of the distillation process, they return 99% of what they
harvest back onto the land (only 1% of the harvest is the essential
oil). The balance left over plant material is re-purposed as mulch
– this works to protect the seedlings planted and as a natural
pesticide. For SOiL, it important that their farming practices are
organic, sustainable and eco-friendly, nothing goes to waste in
the process of extracting the oil from these plants.

www.soilorganics.co.uk

Cooling Peppermint (Mentha
Piperita) oil is a fabulous addition
to your essential oil collection in
Summer. Not only can it be diffused
to enliven and invigorate the senses
but can also be used in skin care for
a cooling spray, and in the home to
repel ants and spiders!
Citrus oils* have a wonderful refreshing
and uplifting properties. In Summer,
Lemon oil is one of our favourites with its
cleansing and refreshing scent, its
multi-tasking properties have a space on
any holiday. SOiL Organic Lemon
(Citrus Limon) Oil is grown in South Africa
and extracted from the peel of the fruit.
Often used for its anti-microbial qualities,
Lemon oil blends well with both
peppermint and tea tree oils.
SOiL Organic Grapefruit
(Citrus Paradise) oil, is similar to
Lemon in it’s vibrant and sweet
citrus scent. It is often used as
a detoxifying oil, cleansing and
firming or toning skin. Wonderful
when blended with stimulating oils
such as SOiL

+

Organic Rosemary Oil – (the sweet
grapefruit) and herbaceous rosemary
stimulates, enlivens and brightens up
the day SOiL Organic Rosemary
(Rosmarinus officinalis) is grown on
the SOiL farm, it is the 1.8 Cineole
chemotype which gives it its fresh
aroma and stimulating properties.
From the farm to your shelf, SOiL Organic Aromatherapy oils are
100% pure and certified organic, their fresh and potent aromas
will uplift, stimulate and motivate for a spectacular summer.

*Note- Some citrus oils are phototoxic and should be used at a maximum dilution of 3% to avoid risk of phototoxic reaction. Its best not to apply to skin before exposure to sun.

a

OUR CROP
OF ORGANIC
TEA TREE

The SOiL product range
brings vitality, energy and
a sense of well-being
to life. SOiL was built on
the love of farming and
nature. From farm to
shelf, the commitment to
quality, integrity and fair
trading means that
SOiL products are not
only conscientious but
effective too, delivering
results that you can
really experience.

From the ground
up. 100% pure,
certified organic
essential oil.
TO BECOME A STOCKIST OF THE SOIL ORGANIC AROMATHERAPY RANGE CONTACT PRAVERA LTD TODAY.
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Designing your therapy room

Designing your

Therapy
ROOM
THAT WORKS
WELL AND
LOOKS GREAT

Want to provide a calming
therapy space that looks
co-ordinated without costing
the earth? Here’s what
to consider when you’re
working in a tight space with
an even tighter budget…
THE BASICS
If you’re in a position to choose your working
space, then look for something that meets your
needs, those of your customers and fits the
budget. You need a space that’s large enough to
allow you to move all round your therapy couch,
ideally with at least three feet of clear space on
all sides before you encounter any other furniture
in the room. Your client should be able to lie with
both arms outstretched without encountering
any obstructions. You need to be able to move
in a fluid fashion no matter which bit of your
client you’re working on and no matter how tall
or overweight that client might be. Design your
layout so that you can exit the room easily if you
feel unsafe.
Note your minimal space requirements
and other must-haves. There’s little point in
viewing any premises that don’t meet this basic
criteria, unless they come very close to your size
requirements and are in a great location at a
bargain price. When viewing potential premises,
you need to think like a new client. How does the
area feel? Would you feel safe coming to a therapy
session here on a dark, wet evening? Does the
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building seem clean and welcoming? Is
the room light and airy? It is overlooked or
relatively private? Are there other therapy
practices nearby? Is there public transport
and parking nearby?
Once you’ve decided on a space, it’s time
to furnish and decorate it to suit. Buy the
best therapy couch you can afford, as this
is your core piece of kit. Look for something
that adjusts easily to your working height
and so clients can lie down easily. Keep in
mind that many clients are now obese so
make sure your chosen couch is robust.
If the budget will allow, a heated couch
can be a boon for clients, especially during
winter. If possible, visit a showroom or trade
show to try out a variety of couches before
you invest. Pay particular attention to the
face hole as this can often be a source of
discomfort for clients. It can be wise to ask
other therapists in your modality what they
prefer, given that bodyworkers in particular
can often suffer physical stress on the body.
Look for something that is simple to clean,
especially if you use oils or creams during
your treatments.
You may need a separate or screened off
space to allow your client to change, or a
place to go yourself while they do so, as well
as a small cloakroom and access for disabled
clients. Never rent a space that is too small
to work in effectively or which doesn’t feel
welcoming, as you will find this frustrating
and your clients will also sense this.
Many of us already have spaces, whether
it’s a cabin in the garden, a spare room, a
room in a beauty salon or holistic centre
or a rented retail unit. In this case, it’s
about making the most of your existing
space and the drawbacks it might have,
like being cramped, dim or just a bit tired
and worn. Check what the details of any
rental agreement allow you to do. It may be
possible to get a temporary reduction in the
rent to cover the costs of any improvements.

WORKING TRIANGLE
Just like a kitchen, where you move
between cooker, sink and the fridge, so
the layout of your therapy room needs to
be planned around the positioning of your

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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treatment couch, consultation area
and storage.
Think about where you and the
client move to during a session and
between sessions. It makes sense
to plan your room out to scale using
graph paper or on computer.

CREATE A MOOD BOARD
Professional interior and office designers
gather samples of fabrics, paint cards and
aspirational images on a mood board to act
as a focus when designing a room. Try the
library for design books, buy magazines or
check other therapy rooms and Pinterest
for inspiration. This can be a really helpful
exercise so you can get a feel for what you
like in terms of colour, texture and mood.
You could even prepare several mood boards
and see what clients prefer.

BIG
IMPACT, TINY
BUDGET

Most therapy rooms tend towards lighter,
calming natural shades in blues, greens and
creams or whites. Colour forms a backdrop
that can be highlighted with carefully chosen
complementary accent pieces such as
upholstery, towels and blankets.

If you’re working with a small budget, say
under £200, consider where you can get most
impact without spending a lot. New paint with
matching towels and blankets for your couch
can offer an instant update. Spend the money
where it will be seen and used most. There’s
no point in spending a fortune on really snazzy
tiles in the toilet when your clients only spend a
few moments there.
Discount stores, clearance sections of websites
and DIY stores as well outlets like TK Maxx,
Homesense and Matalan may offer what you
need at reduced prices. Gumtree, Freegle and
local Facebook buying and selling groups can
often turn up quality furniture too. If you’re
handy with a sewing machine, or know
someone who is, then EBay is great for fabrics
oddments that can be turned into cushion
covers or curtains. You’ll need to work harder
on a low budget to achieve the look you want,
but a narrower range of choices can often lead
to a more satisfying experience.

STORAGE

MATERIALS

Unless you’re highly disciplined, you’ll
probably need a lot of storage space. It’s
best to use concealed storage, such as a
large cupboard or cabinet, if you’re naturally
untidy as open shelving quickly becomes
chaotic and requires frequent dusting.
Shelving with baskets can work well as
long as they are easily accessible and not
overflowing.

Where materials are not dictated by budget,
it’s often best to spend a little more and go
for natural materials which will look better,
last much longer and contribute less to
indoor pollution. They can also be more
sustainable. Some materials, such as vinyl
and MDF are associated with pollutants, so
a little research may be beneficial. Plants,
artwork and crystals can add interest.

LIGHTING
While natural light has advantages, many
clients will prefer the privacy afforded by
closed blinds and low-level relaxing lighting.
It can be useful to be able to change
lighting using a dimmer switch or your
phone and there are now bulbs that can be
programmed to adjust both brightness and
colour during a session, perhaps mimicking
the dawn during the last few minutes of a
therapy treatment.

COLOURS
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Discover DCZ

Discover

DIEN CHAN ZONE
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Discover DCZ

Born in ancient Vietnam
and developed in Italy, Dien
Chan Zone® is a unique
form of facial and multireflexology. Helen Black of
Mirror Medicine, shares its
potent simplicity…

D
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often experienced within just 30 minutes.

people notice sensations in the body. Some see

The face can be worked in autonomy: unlike

colours. All kinds of things can happen as each

the feet where reflexology is so common, we

case is unique.

each have access to the face all day every day,
without bending the body and obstructing its

Tools, techniques and treatment

energetic flow. We can access the face (with or

Our practitioners work with a simple blunt

without make up) using our hands whenever we

rounded metal tool to massage and stimulate

choose, wherever we are. This makes the face

specific points which are personal to the

an unrivalled reflex zone as reflexology is more

receiver. The pressure is light and pleasurable

effective the more consistently it is applied. We

as they work specifically to unlock energetic

can all learn to stimulate reflex zones on our

disharmony in the organs and body parts

IEN Chan Zone® originates

face for fast, effective and affordable health care

associated with the symptoms already

in Vietnam where facial

on the go.

described during consultation. There is no

stimulation of this sort has
been practiced for thousands
of years as a remnant of their

An ancient technique adapted for modern
needs

talking during a session. Instead, this is a
conversation by way of touch.
There are three parts every session. First

ancient folk medicine. As you might expect,

In Vietnam, facial reflexology treatments are

the consultation. This is where we decipher

Vietnamese Traditional Medicine has similarities

extremely brief and, by western standards,

how the receiver is feeling, where the body

to Chinese Traditional Medicine. Following the

rather painful. Sessions last between 5-10

is indicating imbalance energetically by way

devastation of the Vietnam War, a group of

minutes in a crowded clinic seated on chairs.

of symptoms. This is a very personal process

innovators gathered to experiment with ancient

The Operator will ask questions about the

that does not require a specific diagnosis or

facial maps in order to produce a framework that

receiver’s symptoms, consult a book they have

anatomical understanding.

would put healing into the hands of the masses,

handy and from the reference there they will

literally. For the past twenty years, this work

press a small blunt tool onto specific points with

organs and systems to work with, the receiver

continued in Milan at the International Academy

a heavy pressure. This is repeated on different

will lie down, the lights may be dimmed and

of Italian Facial Reflexology, emerging as the

locations, occasionally a warming bandage is

some music mas be played. After up to one

holistic therapy we now call Dien Chan Zone®.

added and then they are sent home.

hour of treatment and rest they should take

Unlike other reflexologies typically practiced in
the West, this technique utilises multiple reflex
maps on the face, hands, feet, arms, legs, fingers
and back, so it is not just a facial reflexology but
a full-body technique and a multi-reflexology.
Since this is a healing modality, we use the term
Operator to designated the therapist delivering
treatment and Receiver to designate the client.
Dien Chan Zone® is about helping people
heal themselves. At the end of each and
every treatment, our practitoners produce
a personalised map for their receivers with
instructions to help them continue the work at
home day by day.

Advanced practitioners adapt their work to
meet the varied needs in all kinds of different
disharmonies, but generally will work on the
face, as the results are much faster because
we are working in proximity to the brain
and all of the body’s sense organs the reflex
response in the body is quicker than when we
work on, for example, the feet or the hands.
In most cases results are immediate with
noticeable improvements and adjustments

holistictherapistmagazine.com

Mark each customer’s
home location with a single
dot or pin on your map.
In Italy, my teacher Beatrice Moricoli has

Second, once we have established which

their time to open their eyes and reacquaint
themselves with the room.
Before leaving they will be given a map and
instructions for how to continue working on the
process of rebalancing at home on a daily basis.
Their participation will fortify and extend all
results experienced in the treatment room. Most

spent years working to tailor this technique

people love these sessions and so return on a

to be less invasive and more soothing on all

weekly, or monthly basis.

levels. She is a Reiki master, Shiatsu therapist,
and Tuina practitioner with a deep passion

Mapping the body

for Classical Chinese medicine studies. She

We work with multiple maps on the face.

realised that, no matter how effective such

There are over 30 in total and any number can

treatments may be in the East, where there

be stimulated in a given treatment. We have

is a cultural expectation of pain with healing,

maps for both the internal and external organs.

it would take some adaption to render these

These maps lie on the face according to the

techniques suitable for a western clientele.

mathematical and philosophical principle of

Today, DCZ® is typically experienced as a

Similar Form. This is a universal law that says

lie-down treatment lasting 30 - 60 minutes.

where there is a similar form in nature there is a

The practitioner is seated by the head as

deeper connection.

the receiver lies, fully clothed, covered and

For example, your knees are similar in form to

comfortable with their face upwards. Most

your elbows, so there is a reflex connection. You

people fall asleep and describe the sensation

can touch your knee to influence the knee and

as akin to that of a deep meditation. Other

vice versa.
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Discover DCZ

after 30 minutes, sit up and
ask what kind of magic I’ve just
performed.
There is only one
contraindication in DCZ®.
The area above the top lip
should not be stimulated on
pregnant women as there is a
slight risk of inducing uterine
contractions. This of course
becomes useful approaching
labour. Otherwise, the only
cautions regarding application
involve existing chemical
medications in use by the
receiver. Sometimes they can
obstruct our reflex action and
so another therapy would be
recommended instead.
Map A depicts one presentation of the internal
organs on the face. Our references are as
follows: the socket of the eyes recalls the
circular form of the breasts with the pupil of
the eyes recalling the nipple; the cheekbone
on either side of the face recalls the lowest rib
in the rib cage on either side of our torso; and
the lips recall the belly button in the centre of
the navel. On this map the internal organs are
placed around these indicators and can be
stimulated using fingertips, knuckles or any
blunt rounded object suitable for massage.
DCZ® is useful at the preventative, acute and
chronic stages of all kinds of dis-ease. From
more ‘minor’ symptoms such as constipation
and migraines, UTIs and back pain to more
‘severe’ conditions such as fibromyalgia, MS
and rheumatoid arthritis. In particular, it shines
as a means to overcome all kinds of genital
health issues including PMS, painful, irregular
or absent periods, PCOS, endometriosis,
cysts and fibroids, infertility, menopausal
discomforts, hot flashes, recovery from surgery,
birth trauma, miscarriage, breast abnormalities
and everything in between. I’m particularly
passionate about sharing DCZ® in this arena as
so many women suffer the world over without
relief.
Another of my favourite uses is for simple
aches and pains. There’s nothing more
enjoyable than meeting an extreme sceptic with
chronic back or neck pain, or an old joint injury.
It is very common for them to open their eyes
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Try DCZ® for yourself
To begin working with DCZ® facial reflexology,
all that is required is a little time and attention.
You should work with your hands on the face
and repeat as desired. Map B depicts the
musculoskeletal system on the face in the form
of a small red man.

symptom you wish to treat:
Uncross all limbs and if possible remove metal
jewellery and belts. Close your eyes and relax if
possible, though a mirror may be required at first.
Sit comfortably and using the knuckles of your
thumb or tip of your index finger begin tracing
small circular motions in the space between your
eyebrows – as if you are trying to colour in the
space and don’t want to leave any part uncovered.
Slowly, massage the area between the eyebrows
and up towards the centre of your forehead – this
relates to the neck and head, refer to the map for
a general idea of the zone.
Take your time. We are looking for tiny microzones of points of discomfort, points that feel
pleasurable to touch, or points which turn red/
pale or where you notice a small lump or dent…
When you find one, stay there longer, lighten
the pressure and observe what happens. With
one or two knuckles work your way along the
length of your eyebrows towards your temples,
always ensuring you stimulate both left and right
sides of the face. This area corresponds to your
arms. You should apply a nice pressure but never
to a level that hurts. As before, treat ‘points of
interest’ for longer and with a lighter pressure
before continuing to cover the entire zone. Next,
we can work the whole of the back by exploring
the nose with the same technique. Starting
between the eyebrows and working our way
down – from upper back to lower. You may find
it is more comfortable to use slightly larger circles
or more linear motions here. Cover the length of
the nasal bone and all the way around both sides
thoroughly.

Discover more about DCZ®
Training in DCZ® for English speakers is
offered as a combination of online and
in-person classes. Helen travels all over the
world to teach and has courses launching
this autumn in the U.K. and Europe. Visit
www.helen.black to read blog posts and find

I’ve chosen to share some upper body techniques,
but obviously DCZ® covers the entire body. This
map is especially good for easing neck, shoulders,
arm, head and back aches, easing tension and
aiding recovery from trauma or surgery. Follow
these instructions to stimulate the whole reflex
zone or choose one area that relates to a current

more information. Helen offers a free e-book
when you subscribe to her site. Helen’s
Instagram feed @mirrormedicine is full of
short demonstrations and information for all
to try.
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Our bodies are composed of approximately
70% water so it’s essential to drink
and use health promoting water.
3 great ways to get alkaline ionised water at home or away.

Biocera Alkaline Jug

Energy Plus Water Filter

Biocera AHA Water Bottle

FROM £59.75

FROM £295.75

FROM £52.75

• Quickly alkalises drinking water

• Unique 4-stage water filter

• Alkaline, hydrogen-rich water

• Uses bioceramic minerals

• Alkaline, hydrogen-rich water

• Natural bioceramic minerals

• Filters chlorine

• High levels of contaminant removal

• BPA-free Titan plastic

The Important Role of Bioceramics
New advances in water treatment using bioceramics has brought significant benefits in point
of use water treatment. These bioceramics are special combinations of natural mineral crystals
which have formed into ceramic balls as filter media, specific attributes. They can help alkalise
the water, enhance the beneficial mineral content of the water, release molecular hydrogen into
the water and improve its properties in several ways. Over the last decade there has been
nearly1,000 research papers published on different areas where molecular hydrogen
has potential benefit for human and animal health.

4.8/5

Service Rating
304 reviews

Dechlorinating Shower
Head Filter
FROM £42.75
• Removes chlorine

For more information
or to order today call:

+44 (0)1764 662111
email: info@water-for-health.co.uk
Buchanan House, Rossie Place,
Auchterarder, Perthshire. PH3 1AJ

• Contains antibacterial media
• Easy to fit
• Kinder to skin and hair

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Harness the
power of aromatherapy
100% pure essential oils | hydrolats | carrier oils
pre-blended massage oils | cosmetic bases
Up to 15% off for registered therapists*
www.baseformula.com

*Visit website for more information.

NAL ARTWORK

www.accreditedmassagecourses.co.uk
info@accreditedmassagecourses.co.uk
Tel: 020 8340 7041

The Luxury Candles
1 day CPD courses:

100% Natural Soy Wax Blend

For dates, please look at the website

Vegan Friendly
Cotton Wicks
Approx. 45hr burn time
Hand Poured in England
Meditations

Be it, feel it, breathe it...
Therapist Magazine

Therapist Magazine
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Join
2019the ‘Calm’ Candle experience today.
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T | 0203 302 6101
E | team@calmcandleslondon.com

Cupping Massage
Deep Tissue Massage
Hot Stone Massage
Indian Head Massage
Manual Lymphatic Drainage
Myofascial Release
Pregnancy Massage
Sports Massage Techniques
Trigger Point Massage

Our next ITEC courses start in 2019:

www.calmcandleslondon.com

Mon 25 March

Join us to find out more...

ITEC Massage L3
(Fast-track, exam in July 2019)

Sat 6 April

ITEC Sports Massage L4
(Run over a series of weekends.
Exam in December 2019)
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Mon 24 June

ITEC Sports Massage L3
(Fast-track, exam in September 2019)

2019
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

ACCREDITED SPOR T S MA SSAGE &
SPORTS THERAPY TRAINING
BY CORE ELEMENTS
INCLUDING:
Level 3 & 4 Sports Massage Therapy
Level 5 Diploma in Clinical Therapy and CPD courses in;
Electrotherapy, Manual Therapy & Joint Mobilisations
Rehabilitation | Dry Needling | Dry Cupping
Kinesiology Taping | Sports Taping & Strapping
To find out more contact Dawn Morse:
T: 07887 535766
E: Dawm@coreelements.uk.com
WWW.COREELEMENTS.UK.COM
ANC_INGLES_FSG_90X115_SAIDA.pdf
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Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology
Colouring and Workbook
for Therapists and Healthcare Professionals, Second Edition
This newly updated and expanded
colouring and workbook complements
Ruth Hull’s companion text, Anatomy,

Ruth Hull

Physiology and Pathology for Therapists
and Healthcare Professionals but

C

can also be used in conjunction with
any other anatomy and physiology

M

textbook.
Y

This comprehensive book covers all the
body systems and is the perfect study
and revision aid for anyone studying
a wide range of complementary
therapies from aromatherapy,
reflexology and massage to hair and
beauty up to level 3. It can be used
either in class or as a separate
self-study resource.

CM

Second Edition

MY

Anatomy, Physiology
and Pathology
Colouring and Workbook

for Therapists and Healthcare Professionals

CY

CMY

K

Ruth Hull, now based in Australia, is a freelance writer who specialises in natural health.
Born and educated in Zimbabwe, she completed a degree in philosophy and literature
before studying and practicing complementary therapies in London.

978 1 905367 98 6
Available from Amazon.co.uk
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Summer books special
From textbooks to soap
making, here’s our pick
of new titles for summer
reading…
Holonomic Reflexology
Reflexology
appears to be
getting ever more
specialised,
incorporating
ancient techniques
and paradigms
from the
metaphysical world. Morag Campbell
and Phil Young’s profusely illustrated
Holonomic Reflexology builds on the Zone
Therapy work of Dr. Randolph Stone.
The book provides new perspectives on
the reflex maps from Polarity Therapy,
drawing on sacred geometry, astrology,
the doctrine of signatures and the
concept of a universal life force, whilst
exploring more modern ideas about
complex adaptive systems and the
power of conscious touch. There are
some fascinating concepts here and the
book is likely to be of interests to both
reflexologists wanting to advance the
healing aspect of their work, and those
with an esoteric approach to treatment.
Amazon.co.uk £18.95.

Just Enough
Author Gesshin Claire Greenwood is an
ordained Buddhist nun who holds a master’s
degree in East Asian Studies. She lives in
San Francisco, where she cooks, teaches
meditation, and works in the mental
health field. Her latest book, Just Enough,
combines the Zen concept of oryoki – just
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enough – with over thirty vegan recipes and
thoughtful reflections on a Zen approach
to life, practicing a deeper gratitude and a
gentler way of living. Some of the recipe
ingredients may
be hard to get a
hold off, but it’s
worth buying
for the insights
alone. Available to
order from good
book shops or via
Amazon.co.uk for
£14.15.

Lifestyle Medicine
This is a
heavyweight tome
with a heavyweight
price of £230,
or a marginally
cheaper e-book.
This third edition of
Lifestyle Medicine
is a welcome
recognition of the impact that our daily
behavioural and consumption choices have
on both short- and long-term health, wellbeing and quality of life. As the publishers
note, “The scientific and medical literature
that supports the success of these lifestyle
habits and actions is now overwhelming”.
Lifestyle Medicine, Third Edition,
includes twenty sections and over 150
expert chapter authors – in the main
from the USA - whose knowledge spans
all aspects of this emerging integrated
discipline. Topics cover lifestyle medicine
practices including regular physical
activity, proper nutrition, and weight
management which are then applied to
the prevention and or treatment of a wide
variety of chronic conditions ranging from

heart disease and diabetes to cancer,
mental health, addiction, and injury
prevention.
While there is some content from
nutritionists, I would hope for a truly
integrated approach which includes more
acknowledgement of the role the holistic
therapies have to play in this field. Perhaps
this might appear in the next edition?
That aside, I think this is essential
reading for many specialised holistic
therapists, with patients suffering
specific lifestyle diseases. You can
download individual chapters at
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/
books/e/9781315201108, which could
save a visit to your nearest medical school
library. This code should provide a 20%
discount on the entire e-book: S059.

The Ayurvedic Self-Care
Handbook
Ayurveda seems
to be growing in
popularity in the
west, so Sarah
Kucera’s The
Ayurvedic SelfCare Handbook
is timely. The
book includes
over a hundred
daily and seasonal Ayurvedic rituals--each
taking 10 minutes or less which help us
to reconnect with nature’s rhythms, and to
unlock better health. This means that many
of the exercises, such as grounding rituals,
journaling prompts and yoga postures could
be practiced between client appointments,
helping us to pause and rebalance. £11.34
from Amazon.co.uk.
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From Client to Clinic Owner
Helen Pinnock’s
guide to setting
up and running
your own holistic

and – mercifully – a thread of humour
running through the book. It’s the sort
of advice that stays with you and you’ll
want to share with friends. Available from
Handspringpublishing.com or £17.89 from
Amazon.co.uk.

therapy business is a useful
purchase for new
therapists, or those
thinking about
going alone. As
a reflexologist, who began her business
after starting a family, Helen’s been on the
journey that faces the majority of holistic
therapy entrepreneurs, so her advice is well
grounded in practical experience. There are
great exercises to help you create your new
business, or refine or re-direct an existing business which is failing to meet your
expectations. This covers all the marketing
and business basics on how to create a vision, understand your customer base, build
a brand, set the right price and creating
realistic goals and measuring your progress.
£10.99 from Amazon.co.uk.

Mindful Relationships
We tend not
to think of
our personal
relationships
as something
that needs to
be actively
managed, which
is strange given
their fundamental
importance to our lives. Yet a little care,
understanding and mindful attention can
prevent emotional and financial meltdowns.
Dr Grace Bullock’s Mindful Relationships
may prove a good investment for anyone
who would like to better understand
their relationships with others and work
on improving them. There’s a solid
foundation of scientific evidence, combined
with exercises and illustrations, stories
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Natural Compresses and Poultices
Naturopath
Christopher Vasey
is on a one-man
mission to bring
compresses and
poultices back into
fashion. I seem to
remember my greatgrandmother making
poultices involving kaolin clay or mouldy bread,
but don’t think I’ve encountered them recently.
A compress is just a cloth soaked in hot or cold
infused water and applied to a specific part
of the body. A poultice works similarly, using
a treatment paste which is applied directly to
the body.
You’ll find a collection of over seventy recipes
for natural recipes that can be made – in
the main – from normal kitchen ingredients.
Compresses and poultices can be used
for easing pain and inflammation, relieving
congestion and oedema, cooling fever, draining
abscesses and triggering the body’s natural
self-healing abilities. There’s a useful step-by
step preparation guide and several of the ideas
would make a useful add-on or take home
therapy treatment for clients. £12.99 from
Amazon.co.uk or available to order from your
local bookshop.

Everyday Sanctuary

YOU & YOUR HEALTH

expert Jessi Bloom, it includes prompts and
exercises that encourage readers to detox from
modern life, attune themselves to the spirit of
the land, align with the seasons and cycles
of the earth and the moon, and create rituals
and ceremonies that are meaningful. It also
includes ample space for writing, doodling,
and note-taking. Fully illustrated with colour
photographs and illustrations, Everyday
Sanctuary pairs well with Bloom’s new book
Creating Sanctuary, but it can also be used
as a stand-alone guide or as a companion to
gardening books and books on mindfulness
and herbal medicine.

Feed Your Soul
Carly Pollack is a
hugely experienced,
award-winning
holistic nutritionist
based in Austin,
Texas. Feed
Your Soul distils
her wisdom
into a practical,
entertaining guide to understanding why we
eat the way we do, despite being aware of
the negative consequences. If you’ve ever
consciously made bad food choices, stressbinge, or self-sabotaged your good intentions,
this is a book for you. It’s about finding a
whole path to health and happiness, rather
than calorie counting or eliminating certain
food groups. There are exercises to help you
fill the void in your spiritual side, leading to a
more fulfilled and balanced life, which doesn’t
involve filling the void with half a packet of
biscuits. Get it from NewWorldLibrary.com or
£13.99 from Amazon.co.uk. n

Jessi Bloom’s
Everyday Sanctuary
is a beautiful
workbook for
people seeking a
deeper connection
to nature. From
bestselling author
and natural living
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medicinal mushrooms

FABULOUS FUNGI:

evidence, especially in relation to their supportive
use in cancer treatment.

An introduction

The health benefits of mushrooms can broadly
be divided into two categories based on their key
active constituents:

to medicinal

•

Immune-modulating polysaccharides such as
those mentioned above. These are sometimes
referred to as beta-glucans or proteoglycans.
They form part of the fungal cell-wall and as
such are found in all mushrooms. Extracts
from over 650 mushrooms having been shown
to have immunological activity. Although
sometimes referred to as immune-boosting
their action is more correctly termed immunemodulating. They can be used to both increase
levels of immune activity in immune deficient
conditions and decrease levels of immune
activity where it is elevated in auto-immune
conditions.

•

Secondary metabolites: fungi have been
referred to as nature’s bio-factories, producing
a diverse array of compounds, mostly for their
anti-microbial properties. These include the
compounds which give some species their
toxicity and others their psychoactive properties
as well as others with diverse physiological

mushrooms
Mycologist and biochemist
Martin Powell urges us
to consider the healing
benefits of mushrooms…

L

IKE most people growing up in the
British Isles, my first introduction to
mushrooms, other than the common
button mushrooms that occasionally
appeared on the table, was on forest
walks with my parents. They would admonish me
not to touch mushrooms as they could be poisonous.
It was only after gaining a degree in biochemistry,
qualifying in acupuncture and Chinese herbal
medicine and starting to work with medicinal
mushrooms in Taiwan and the UK, that I discovered
there was rather more to it. I came to understand
that the toxic or psychoactive properties of some
mushrooms are just one aspect of their diverse
physiological activity. In many cases, rather than
being toxic, the compounds they contained actually
had important health giving properties.
Of course the health benefits of mushrooms have
long been understood in East Asia where they form
an integral part of the diet. In traditional Chinese
medicine the majority of mushrooms are placed in
the highest category of herbs, those which can safely
be taken for extended periods of time. This traditional
attitude is also supported by modern epidemiological
studies in China, Japan and Korea linking increased
mushroom consumption with reduced risk of
developing cancer.
In the 1960s, this connection between
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mushroom consumption and reduction in cancer
risk led scientists in Japan and later China to
start researching the active components and the
clinical potential of mushrooms. This resulted in
a number of polysaccharide-based mushroom
extracts being developed. After extensive clinical
trials, these were licensed in Japan for use
alongside conventional cancer treatment with
others subsequently licensed in China:
Although attempts were made to licence
Krestin in both Europe and the US they were

KRESTIN / PSK (oral)

LENTINAN (injection)

SIZOFRAN / SPG (injection)

Trametes versicolor (Coriolus)
mycelium

Lentinula edodes (Shiitake)
fruiting body

Schizophyllan commune culture
medium

May 1977

December 1985

April 1986

Digestive, lung and breast
cancer

Stomach cancer

Cervical cancer

unsuccessful. This was because, as an extract,
it lacked a single active compound as well as a
defined mode of action. Medicinal Mushrooms
therefore represent a unique category of
nutritional supplement that does not form part
of conventional medicine but is nevertheless
is supported by a significant body of clinical

activity including: anti-inflammatory, anticholesterol, neurological and performanceenhancing effects.
While some mushrooms’ health benefits derive
exclusively from their polysaccharide fractions
such as Maitake’s immune-modulating and
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hormone balancing qualities and Snow Fungus,
which has moistening and circulation enhancing
properties, in most cases their usefulness
derives from a combination of their secondary
metabolites as well as their polysaccharides.

Mushroom guide
Reishi - Known as the Mushroom of
Immortality or Spirit Mushroom, Reishi
produces over 130 triterpenoid compounds
with diverse physiological activity including:
anti-inflammatory, sedative, hypotensive,
anti-histamine and anti-cancer. Its
combination of immune-modulating
polysaccharides and anti-inflammatory,
anti-histamine triterpenes makes it
especially useful for autoimmune and
allergic conditions including hayfever while
its calming action can be helpful in cases of
anxiety and insomnia.
Cordyceps - One of the most highly regarded
mushrooms in China, cordyceps produces a
number of nucleoside derivatives including
cordycepin (3-deoxy-adenosine) and it is
these nucleoside derivatives that contribute to
its unique properties for enhancing physical
and sexual performance as well as lung, liver
and kidney function.
Lion’s Mane - Produces two families of
compounds with strong anti-bacterial
action: the erinacines and hericenones. As
well as their anti-microbial action, these
compounds stimulate the generation of
Nerve Growth Factor (NGF). This is an
important compound in promoting nerve
repair and regeneration. Lion’s Mane shows
considerable promise in the treatment of
neurodegenerative conditions including
dementia and MS.
Chaga - Unusually chaga derives some of
its key active components from the bark of
the host birch tree, particularly betulin and
betulinic acid, which as well as having antimicrobial properties are anti-inflammatory
and shows promise as anti-cancer agents
in laboratory studies.

While many medicinal mushrooms including
Lion’s Mane, Maitake, Shiitake and Oyster
Mushroom are delicious culinary mushrooms and
can readily be incorporated into the diet, others
such as Reishi and Chaga are less digestible
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and best consumed in extracted form, either as
capsules or teas. For those medicinal mushrooms
that are edible both dried and fresh forms are
equally beneficial although they should always be
cooked to help break down any potentially toxic
compounds and make their active compounds
more bioavailable.
Unfortunately, despite the growing evidence
of their health benefits and in many cases their
culinary excellence a widespread wariness
of them persists in the UK, quite unlike in
Continental Europe. Some have speculated that
this goes back to druidic times, although the
suggestion that they were reserved for an elite
group seems counter to the culture of that period.
There also exists a widely held belief that
people with fungal conditions such as candidiasis
should avoid eating mushrooms. This flies
in the face of available clinical and scientific
evidence. Mushrooms produce many antifungal compounds, such as lovastatin, to help
them compete with other fungi. Mushroom
polysaccharides support the host immune
system’s response to fungal infections and
because the majority of the polysaccharides they
produce are beta-linked rather than alpha-linked
they do not contribute to dietary sugar intake.
Indeed the only true contraindication is for
those taking immune-suppressive medication to
prevent tissue transplant rejection. Caution can
be required when patients are taking immunesuppressive drugs for other conditions orusing
extracts with anti-coagulant action alongside
anti-coagulant medication.
Other than in these limited cases, mushrooms
form a very safe category of food and nutritional
supplements with proven benefits, not only
for specific therapeutic indications but also
for general health maintenance. For, as the
ancient Chinese tell us, “Taken for a long time
they lighten the body, stave off ageing, extend
longevity and make you a spirit immortal.” Shen
Nong Ben Cao Jing (Divine Husbandsman’s

i

Martin Powell is the author of:
Medicinal Mushrooms – A Clinical

Guide and Medicinal Mushrooms – The
Essential Guide. Further information is
available at

www.mycologypress.com and

www.mushrooms.love. Martin can be
contacted at: martin@martinpowell.net and
those wishing to purchase his products can do
so through

www.purehealthonline.co.uk.

Classic of Materia Medica – 2nd Century AD. n
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WALMART SUED FOR
MEDICAL FRAUD
OVER HOMEOPATHIC
REMEDIES

scientific evidence that the product works,
and 2) the product’s claims are based only
on theories of homeopathy from the 1700s
that are not accepted by most modern
medical experts.”

A US pressure
group, The Center
for Inquiry (CFI),
has issued a
lawsuit against
Walmart, the
largest American
retailer and owner
of Asda, for selling homeopathic medicines
in its stores. The action is been brought
under US medical fraud legislation, and
alleges that Walmart is “committing widescale consumer fraud and endangering
the health of its customers though its sale
and marketing of homeopathic medicines.”
The organisation brought a similar action
against CVS, the largest US chain of
chemists last year.
CFI is not seeking to have products
removed from shelves, but is demanding
that Walmart labels its products accurately.
“Walmart sells homeopathics right
alongside real medicines, in the same
sections in its stores, under the same
signs,” said Nick Little, a CFI vice president
and lawyer.
US regulator, the FTC, has ppreviously
declared that marketing homeopathic
products for specific diseases and
symptoms is only permissible if consumers
are made aware, “that 1) there is no

NEW CLIENT
RELATIONSHIP
MANAGER FOR
BOTANICALS
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UK beauty brand,
Botanicals, has
marked its first
15 years in
business with the
appointment of
Sarah Jane Smith
as the brand’s new Client Relationship
Manager. Sara is responsible for
supporting the growing number of
professional therapists using the brand.
The hand-made range is vegan 100%
natural, Soil Association organic certified
and endorsed by the Naturewatch
Foundation. www.botanicals.co.uk

HOVE HOSPITAL
WINS CANCER CARE
AWARD FOR HOLISTIC
APPROACH
The Montefiore Hospital in Hove has
earned the Bupa Cancer Survivorship

Programme accreditation as well as
the Macmillan Quality Environment
Mark. Spire Healthcare, which runs the
Montefiore, said: “This national assurance
reflects the hospital’s commitment to
providing a holistic approach to treating
patients in its dedicated oncology unit,
the St Ann’s Well Suite.
“As well as up-to-the-minute medical
care, the St Ann’s Well Suite, staffed by
highly experienced Macmillan-registered
nurses, offers emotional and practical
support and alternative therapies
such as acupuncture, reflexology and
aromatherapy and now includes an
in-house lymphoedema clinic, clinical
psychology support and support groups
for those with breast cancer.
Breast cancer survivor, Jo Bayles,
a former Montefiore Hospital patient,
shared the impact that the hospital’s
holistic approach made to her. “When
I chatted with reflexologist Barbara
Palloni, it was the first time I thought, ‘I
am going to live.’ She prepared a nasal
aromatherapy spray to stop me feeling
anxious before the surgery. I actually
fell asleep before they came to take me
to theatre. Rather than just thinking I
am going in for
some horrible
chemotherapy,
I knew I was
going to have a
lovely massage
from Barbara as
well.”
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Words of Wisdom
Did I offer peace today? Did I bring a
smile to someone’s face? Did I say words
of healing? Did I let go of my anger and
resentment? Did I forgive? Did I love?
These are the real questions. I must trust
that the little bit of love that I sow now will
bear many fruits, here in this world and the
life to come.
Henri Nouwen

JASON’S PICKS:
COMOSYSTEMS WIFI
PROTECTOR

it centrally in the house where it sat on a
coffee table where it could provide coverage
for my home and workspace.
I’m quite sensitive to electronic devices,
feeling a slight stress and agitation when
surrounded by them and I have to have my
phone away from me during non-working
hours. After several weeks, I did notice a
certain lightness in the room which was
hard to put my finger on. It may have been
a placebo effect generated by a sense
of reassurance that I was attempting to
mitigate the amount of electromagnetic
radiation or it could have been the effect of
the Harmony XL. In any event, I felt better
in myself and for just under £300, I felt it
was a good investment, hedging against the
side effects of a technology where we do
not yet understand the long-term impacts
on health and wellbeing. Find out more at
http://comosystems.co.uk
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Try this…

GET BACK TO NATURE
Spending at least two hours a week in
nature may be a crucial threshold for
promoting health and wellbeing. Those
who spend at least two hours in nature a
week are significantly more likely to report
good health and higher psychological
wellbeing than those who don’t visit

BARBARA SCOOPS
TWO AWARDS

As the parent of two small children, I
naturally want to raise them to be as
healthy as possible. So when I read that the
city of Brussels had decided to stop the roll
out of 5G radio antennae in the city, as has
the city of Mill Valley in California, I became
concerned about the possible impact of
electromagnetic radiation.
I reached out to a company called
Comosystems and following an informative
and reassuring conversation with the
passionate and knowledgeable owner, I
was sent their Harmony XL for review. This
is a heavy, well-machined gold aluminium
cone, which looks attractive. It’s a passive
magnetic oscillator, operating without
energy input. Known as CMOs, they are
backed by 15 years of French and Russian
research and activate in the presence of
artificial electromagnetic fields. I placed
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Barbara
Masters, owner
of Serenity
Acupuncture
and Holistics
at Lyons Den
Fitness in
Flintshire in
Wales has marked her first year in business
by scooping up two awards. Barbara has
been named Face The World’s Practitioner
of the year 2019 after overwhelming
support from her clients.
The company offers customers
acupuncture and massage treatment as
well as reflexology, aromatherapy and
facials. Barbara commented, “It’s a national
award so I was competing against people
all over the country. I was chuffed to bits.
I’ve only been open for 18 months, so I was
really pleased and so proud of myself.
“The award is getting more and more
well-known and it can open the doorway
for other things such as getting more clients
and entering more awards. It gets my name
more out there.”

nature at all during an average week,
according to the University of Exeter.
Two hours appears to be the minimum
threshold for improving wellbeing, though
this can be done in one longer spell, or
several shorter periods over the week.
Wellbeing accrues in natural settings such
as town parks, woodlands, country parks
and beaches. The 120 minute threshold
applied to across age and gender groups,
occupational and ethnic groups, among
those living in both rich and poor areas,
and even among people with long term
illnesses or disabilities.
Co-author of the research, Professor
Terry Hartig of Uppsala University in
Sweden said: “There are many reasons
why spending time in nature may be
good for health and wellbeing, including
getting perspective on life circumstances,
reducing stress, and enjoying quality
time with friends and family. The current
findings offer valuable support to health
practitioners in making recommendations
about spending time in nature to promote
basic health and wellbeing, similar to
guidelines for weekly physical.” Ref:
10.1038/s41598-019-44097-3
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NAL ARTWORK

The Luxury Candles
100% Natural Soy Wax Blend
Vegan Friendly
Cotton Wicks
Approx. 45hr burn time

CranioSaCral Therapy Training

Hand Poured in England
Meditations

Be it, feel it, breathe it...
Therapist Magazine

Therapist Magazine

UCT
you like to retail?T O P P R O D U C T
O DWould
TOP PR
Join
2019the ‘Calm’ Candle experience today.
2019
T | 0203 302 6101
E | team@calmcandleslondon.com

www.calmcandleslondon.com

Join us to find out more...
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There are five core classes starting with CST1: begin
in Brighton, 25-28 Sept, Perth 27-30 Nov ‘19 or
London 4-7 March ‘20. Get in touch & find out more.
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“This will change the way you work at a
fundamental level”
You may be a massage therapist, or other type
of bodyworker, with various tools already in your
therapy kit. Here are some you will be really glad
you added. Participants repeatedly tell us how
incorporating CST changes the way they work, at the
most fundamental level, giving them new insights
into how the body functions and how they treat.

2019

TRY OUR FREE 5-PART ONLINE INTRO
www.upledger.co.uk 0800 690 6966
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CNM

Training Successful Practitioners

CHANGE CAREER

Train to become a…
+ Nutritionist
+ Herbalist
+ Acupuncturist
+ Homeopath
+ Naturopath
+ Natural Chef

E
E
R
F
a
d
n
e
t
t
A
Open Event

Postgraduate & Short Courses
Part-time and full-time studies
NEW

Study in class or online

Colleges across the UK and Ireland

01342 410 505

naturopathy-uk.com

Natural Therapy Zone
October 26th 27th 2019
Olympia Central Level 2

new addition to

VEGFESTUK
LONDON 2019

the UK's flagship vegan festival
The Natural Therapy Zone showcases a variety of people and products from the world of natural health
and wellbeing, complete with yoga sessions, Lifestyle talks and product presentations all weekend.
Situated on Level 2 of Olympia Central, the area features:

80 Stalls - Yogific Yoga Zone - Rainbow Yoga
Holistic Health Hub - Plant Based Health - Veganic Growing
Massage - Chillout Music - Free Gifts Stall
Level 2 forms part of VegfestUK London, which welcomes a number of features spread over 3 floors:
350 Exhibitors - Vegan Food Village - Foodies Stage
Cookery Demos - Mature Zone - Fitness (Strength & Endurance)
Art of Compassion Exhibition - New Vegan Support - Kids Area - Wildlife Summit
Sanctuaries Fair - Auditorium - Animal Rights & Activism - Radical Veganism
Movement Building - Vegan Activists Support - Vegan Climate Change Summit
TICKETS
(access all levels)
Day: Adults £13.20 | Concessions £9.00 - Weekend: Adults £22.00 | Concessions £16.50
Prices include booking fees - Kids under 16 free (accompanied by adults)

london.vegfest.co.uk/tickets
Big thanks to
our sponsors

